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1
Liquid Metal Junctions in Molecular Electronics

1.1 Introduction-Scientific background

Since 1960 with the work of Herward and Angello [1] stating that ”The trend in electron-

ics circuit construction is toward microminiaturization and molecular electronics” the

efforts of Industry and Academia have been toward the minimization of the electronic

components. The increasing need for complexity in integrated circuits was predicted

by Gordon E. Moore in 1965, who predicted an exponential increase of the number of

transistors, i.e., Moore’s Law. [2] Silicon based technology has a lower dimension limit

and it’s clear that in the near future there will be a need for small, less consuming

and faster electronic computer components. Molecular Electronics nowadays is often

considered the best candidate to scale down electronic components, and in this sense

Aviram and Ratner back in 1974 proposed, for the first time, a molecular-scale elec-

tronic device that could act as a molecular diode, in which a single molecule performs

an electronic function. [3] Dimension is not the only development required; operation

speed, reliability, stability, and more importantly production cost and scalability. Up

to now there is no clear evidence that Molecular Electronics (ME) will compete with or

follow up silicon based technology. The most appealing aspect of ME is the low cost

of production. Organic electronics is a field that originated back in 1862 when Henry

Letheby produced a partly conductive material by anodic oxidation of aniline in sulfuric

acid. The material was probably polyaniline. In 1954, researchers at Bell Laboratories
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1 Liquid Metal Junctions in Molecular Electronics

and elsewhere reported charge-transfer complexes. [4,5] In particular, high conductivity

of 0.12 S/cm was reported in a perylene-iodine complex in 1954. [6] This finding indi-

cated that organic compounds could carry current. In 1972, researchers found metallic

conductivity in the charge-transfer complex TTF-TCNQ. After this point research on

conducting polymers flourished especially after the 1977 discovery that polyacetylene

can be doped with halogens to produce materials with insulating, semiconducting, or

highly conducting properties. [7,8] For this work, Alan J. Heeger, Alan G. MacDiarmid,

and Hideki Shirakawa were jointly awarded the Nobel Prize in Chemistry in 2000.

In general, efforts to incorporate molecules and polymers into electronic devices have

been motivated by six major considerations [9]: (i) molecules (1-2 nm) are smaller than

the smallest features in semiconductors (presently approximately 22 nm; with well-

defined engineering development, less than 10 nm estimated for 2015) [10] and might

therefore facilitate the packing of more computational power onto a smaller footprint,

(ii) the electronic properties of molecules and polymers are tunable by organic synthe-

sis; these procedures can, in principle, have very low cost, (iii) under certain conditions,

molecules self-assemble into ordered monolayers (SAMs) or Langmuir-Blodgett mono-

layers, multilayers on surfaces, and into ordered arrays in solution, (iv) films of molecules

and polymers can be deposited over large area and on flexible substrates, (v) the elec-

tronic and optical properties of many molecules can be controlled via modulation of

temperature, electric and magnetic fields and other environmental parameters, and (vi)

assemblies of molecules perform complex, high-efficiency electronic and optoelectronic

charge and energy transport functions in nature (e.g., electron transport, photosynthe-

sis, coupling of one- and two-electron processes in metabolism). For SAMs the costs are

low since only small quantities are required to cover large areas, making self-assembled

monolayers a very inexpensive primary product. For example, with only 1 g of dode-

canethiol molecules (HS−C12H25), a densely packed SAM on gold can be formed over

an area of ∼600m2.

The first report of electrical measurement on SAMs belongs to Mann and Kuhn [11]

who studied tunneling current through fatty acid monolayers of different length on Al

electrodes with mercury used as top electrode. Molecular-scale electronics is, so far,

a purely academic pursuit suffering from poor reproducibility among measurements of

the same systems gathered using different techniques, a set of daunting experimental

issues concerning the connection of fragile molecules to macroscopic leads, and an in-
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1.1 Introduction-Scientific background

complete theoretical basis. ME now suffers from both a well-deserved lack of credibility

and an identity crisis “Can we understand the molecule in molecular electronics?” [12]

and “Is the point of molecular-scale electronics to gain a detailed mechanistic under-

standing of CT through molecules or to build functional devices?” [13]. On one hand

the performance of systems suited to evaluate the electrical properties of individual

molecules, such as mechanically controlled break junctions (MCBJ) and scanning tun-

neling microscopy (STM) experiments under ultra high-vacuum conditions and low tem-

peratures, do not easily translate to the performance in practical devices. On the other

hand, there are other techniques, which rely more on the properties of monolayers than

single molecules. Such techniques can be use in bottom-up technology, among which I

would like to mention conductive probe atomic force microscopy (CP-AFM) [14], Large

Area Molecular Junctions [15], Nanotransfer printing [16], Nanopores [17], Cross wires [18]

Arrays of nanoparticles [19], and Liquid Metal Junctions which I explore more in detail

in this chapter, and which comprise mercury drop junctions (Hg-drop) [20] and Eutectic

Gallium Indium (EGaIn - a metal alloy of Ga 75.5% and In 24.5% by weight and has a

melting point m.p=15.7◦C [21].

It’s not the goal of this thesis to review ME techniques and compare pros & cons,

however, later on in this chapter we will explore Liquid Metal Junctions in detail with

emphasis on EGaIn. Fundamental studies of charge transfer (CT) through organic

molecules–especially at the interfaces between organics and metals or semiconductors–

that define the field of ME today are necessary for continued innovation in organic

electronics. Self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) are an important tool in creating metal

or semiconductor–molecule junctions that can be characterized electrically using one or

more of the techniques mentioned above. SAMs of alkane(di)thiols are well known to

form densely packed and well-ordered domains on metals, like gold and silver [22], and

for this reason alkane(di)thiols are a perfect benchmark for any experimental testbed in

ME. Charge transport studies on alkane-based SAMs have been ongoing for more than

30 years, but unfortunately the electrical properties are not yet fully understood. The

large spread in conduction/resistance values of molecules in the literature reflect the

different geometries and technical details of the techniques used [23]; a close correlation

to theory is more often complicated. [24–27]
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1 Liquid Metal Junctions in Molecular Electronics

1.2 Molecular Junctions

Before delving into liquid metal junctions and the mechanism of the CT a brief descrip-

tion of what a “Molecular Junction” (MJ) is required. We make a distinction between

two types of junctions, Metal-Insulator-Metal (MIM) with thin film/multilayers sand-

wiched between two metal electrodes and Metal-Molecule-Metal (MMM) where usually

a SAM is fabricated on the bottom electrode and later a top electrode is placed on

the top of the supporting molecular layer. Another important distinction which can be

used to address the different techniques is between top-down and bottom-up. Top-down

and bottom-up are generally used in nanotechnology to define two approaches for the

manufacture of products. Bottom-up approaches seek to have smaller (usually molec-

ular) components built up into more complex assemblies, while top-down approaches

seek to create nanoscale devices by using larger, externally controlled ones to direct

their assembly. The top-down approach often uses the traditional workshop or micro-

fabrication methods where externally controlled tools are used to cut, mill, and shape

materials into the desired shape and order. Micropatterning techniques, such as pho-

tolithography and inkjet printing belong to this category. Bottom-up approaches, in

contrast, use the chemical properties of molecules to cause single-molecule components

to (a) self-organize or self-assemble into some useful structures, or (b) rely on positional

assembly. In ME these two strategies are used to form MJs: defining the smallest di-

mension using the molecules (i.e., bottom-up) or preforming a molecule-sized gap and

populating it with the molecules (i.e., top-down). The former strategy utilizes a top-

contact that is placed on top of preformed SAM, whereas the latter is almost exclusively

used for single-molecule measurements, which are not easily comparable to SAM-based

measurements comprising micrometer-sized areas of molecules. Two notable exceptions

are CP-AFM in which a conductive AFM tip is brought into contact with a SAM, and

STM break-junctions (STM-BJs), in which molecules are plucked from a monolayer of

dithiolates using a Au STM tip. They are, however, clearly top-down, and whereas CP-

AFM may be considered a SAM-based (or few-molecule) measurement, STM-BJs are

single-molecule measurements. With CP-AFM and STM-BJs the probe is rigid rather

than conformal and can be pushed through the SAM, and thus the molecules are not

defining the smallest dimension. Techniques such as Hg-drop, EGaIn, and Large Area

Molecular Junctions can be defined as bottom-up. Despite the techniques chosen, every
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1.2 Molecular Junctions

MJ can be divided into three major components, see Figure 1.1: the electrodes, the

molecule(s), and the two interfaces. In the following sections we will explore in detail

the properties and effects of electrodes, molecules, and interfaces for SAM-based MJ.

Figure 1.1: Schematic representation of a molecular junction. One or more molecules are sandwiched
between two electrodes.

1.2.1 The Electrodes

With the exception of single molecule techniques like MCBJ and STM-BJ, all other

types of MJ don’t have both electrodes fabricated simultaneously. Generally after the

first electrode is fabricated a SAMs is formed onto it, and subsequently the second

electrode is formed. The bottom electrode can be either a metal or a semiconductor.

Common metal substrates used in ME are: Au, Ag, Pt, Pd, Cu. Depending on the

nature of the bottom electrode the molecule can assemble with different packing density

and tilt angle [22]. The combination of the metal type, the roughness of the surface and

the chemical bonding type of molecules head group with the bottom electrode deter-

mine the assembly and largely the CT properties. An important distinction is between

molecular monolayers formed via self-organization (e.g., through irreversible bonding to

SiO2 substrates) and self-assembly (e.g., through thiolates on gold to form SAMs), give

rise to disparate properties. [22,28,29] For instance, self-organized monolayers cannot self-

repair or undergo dynamic exchange with molecules from solution, but are not subject

to thermal or electrochemical desorption. The top-electrode is perhaps the most critical

and key step of the MJ formation. Direct evaporation of metals onto a SAM results

likely in penetration of “hot” atom through the molecule monolayers, introducing short

circuits. [30–32] As a consequence direct evaporation onto SAMs result in very low yields

of working devices and unreliable results. A key factor in ME often underestimated is

the reproducibility of the process or the technique used. Due to the complexity and di-
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1 Liquid Metal Junctions in Molecular Electronics

versity of the techniques used to measure the electrical properties of organic molecules,

it is more often complicated if not impossible to duplicate or compare results from differ-

ent laboratories. Furthermore reproducibility is not only a credibility factor associated

to the measurement technique but an essential fact to give credit to the whole ME

community. Differing degrees of both intramolecular disorder within the organic film

and defect at the metal-organic interfaces (due to impurities on the electrodes) are two

major cause of irreproducibility of electrical measurements, or more generally speaking

measurement on such modified surfaces. In molecular-scale electronic devices where the

organic layer is ∼ 1-5 nm the performance could be driven by defects and impurities,

which are always present. For this, and many more reasons, characterization of the

surface before and after functionalization is extremely important to correctly interpret

the physical properties of the molecule(s) investigated. Most of the defects that occur

at the metal-organic interfaces of a SAM could dominate (if not strongly influence) the

current through the monolayer. One example is the electromigration that metal atoms

can undergo when bias is applied; this results in highly conductive filament between the

electrodes through which the electrons can travel [30]. For SAMs of n-alkanethiolates,

step edges and grain boundaries in the metal surface result in “thin areas” of the SAM,

i.e., areas in which the molecular density is less or the molecule don’t possess the right

standing-up configuration “kinks”, resulting in many cases in a poor contact with the

top-electrode [22]. This type of defect may result in a reduced length of the through-bond

pathway and higher current is observed. Another relevant source of defects is vacancy

islands, which form when individual metal atoms dissociate from the plane of the islands

over time [33–35]. This process leave behind vacancies of atomic size which tend to anneal

into larger vacancy islands [36]. In the case of MJs measured in solvents (such as the case

of Hg-drop junctions) solvent molecules could be trapped at the van der Waals interfaces,

reducing the coupling to the electrode, and generally speaking increasing the uncertainty

at the molecule-top electrode interface. In Figure 1.2 are pictured common defects on

a metal substrate. Molecules may “kink” due to the presence of grain boundaries or

step edges in the metal film or impurities in the solvents and reagents that deposit on

the metal surface during SAM formation. In a recent theoretical study self-assembly

processes and the dynamics of defects were simulated, finding that domain boundaries

are ubiquitous, and are often associated with substrate defects as well as transitions

between molecular domains with different SAM chain orientations. Interestingly for the
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1.2 Molecular Junctions

application of SAMs on gold in nanofabrication and the coproduction of reproducible

nanopatterns with few nanometer feature sizes, we find that strong molecule-SAM inter-

actions occur at SAM domain boundaries, competing with molecule–molecule clustering

on top of the SAM. Domain boundaries can trap excess molecules, with trapped excess

molecules adopting different orientations in different SAM domain boundaries, leading

to SAM self-healing and repair in some instances. [37] An ideal defect-free surface over

large areas remains a tenet, however a way to minimize the frequency of defects at the

electrode-organic interface and within the organic layer is to start with an atomically

flat electrode. Ultra-smooth metal substrates, which possessed low root-mean-square

(RMS) roughness and large grains, produced with the general method of the template

stripping TS [38] have proven to be useful in the study of applications of well-ordered

SAMs (especially in application where the film/layer thickness is comparable with the

RMS) [14,39–45]. Weiss et al. developed a procedure to obtain ultrasmooth metal surfaces

by evaporating metal directly onto a silicon wafer bearing native oxide and transferring

the metal to another (semi)rigid substrate, such as glass slide or polydimethylsiloxane

(PMDS), by using an optical adhesive or a solder [46]. By doing so it’s possible to cleave

the metal film from the template and expose the face of the film that had been adjacent

to the Si/SiO2 surface, which is atomically flat, i.e., RMS < 1nm. Figure 1.3A illus-

trates the procedure to form TS metal substrates. TS substrates could be stored when

the metal film is protected by the optical adhesive and the mechanical support from

contamination and oxidation. Figure 1.3B shows the low roughness of the AgTS com-

pared to the as deposited (AS-DEP) Ag. More recently Borukhin et al. demonstrated

that a simple annealing, at adequate temperature, of the metal film does reduce surface

nanodefects improving even further the quality of the metal film. [47] Standard gold de-

position onto silicon wafers requires adhesion layer such as Ti or Cr 1-2 nm because the

interaction of gold and the silicon native oxide is weak, and the metal film tends to peel

off easily. The adhesion layer however makes it impossible to template the metal film

and as a consequence deposited metal film are usually rougher. The great disadvantages

of the TS metal film is the compatibility of the optical adhesive with the solvents use to

form the SAMs. Usually ethanol is used as a solvent for n-alkanethiolates which does

not swell the adhesive, however, for some rigid aromatic molecular wires, the solubility

in ethanol is very low and halogenated solvents or tetrahydrofuran (THF) are required.

The TS film could be separated from the protecting template in two ways: (mTS) me-
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1 Liquid Metal Junctions in Molecular Electronics

chanically by using a razor blade, cleaning the edge of the mechanical support from the

excess of adhesive and by applying a small lateral pressure to cleave the rigid support

(glass) from the wafer and exposing the fresh TS metal film. The second method is the

chemical template stripping (cTS) which consists of immersing the sandwich structure

in a solution of thiols, such that the film never comes into contact with O2. Weiss et

al. observed by using Reflectance-Absorbance Infrared (RAIR) that the SAMs formed

on the ultrasmooth Ag were more crystalline than those on the as deposited AS-DEP

substrates [46]. More crystalline densely packed monolayers have significantly enhanced

the reproducibility, stability and yields of working junctions. Weiss et al reported for

Hg-drop junctions a great improvement overall for SAMs of n-alkanethiolates on AgTS;

in Figure 1.4 a plot shows a comparison of all the |J |−V curves measured for a junction

of AgTS-SC14//C14S-Hg with AS-DEP Ag substrate, where - indicate the chemical con-

tact, and // the van der Walls interface between the two SAMs. [48]. Another common

substrate used to obtain low RMS metal surfaces is gold on mica. Derose et al. have

optimized the process to obtain flat, large areas (µm2) of gold which have been widely

used [49]. The gold on mica method does not produce the same topology as the TS

method (hundreds of µm2), but has the advantage that the surface is solvent resistant

and can be used whenever the TS substrates are not compatible with the solvent chosen

to form the SAM preparation. [50] The choice of both bottom and top electrodes is highly

dependent on the purpose of the device or MJ. In some cases a particular metal is used

because of it’s Fermi level and work function, Φ, other times other reasons limit the

choice to a commonly used metal, without any doubt gold is the most used for both top

and bottom electrodes.

Figure 1.2: Realistic example of surface and SAMs defects. “Reprinted with permission from refer-
ence [22]. Copyright 2005 American Chemical Society.”
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1.2 Molecular Junctions

A B

Figure 1.3: A: Schematic representation of template stripping process: a) with optical adhesive
(OA) and b) with solder. B: Contact mode AFM images of the topography of the a)
AS-DEP silver film and b) AgTS film. The root-mean-square roughnesses of a 25µm2

area of the silver films are 5.1±0.4 nm for AS-DEP and 1.2±0.1 nm for TS. The white
circles indicate the approximate size of the largest grains in each film and have diameters
of a) AS-DEP, 80 nm, and b) TS, 1µ. “Adapted with permission from reference [48].
Copyright 2007 American Chemical Society.”

1.2.2 The Molecules

Compared to silicon technology and semiconductors, molecular systems possess several

advantages: they represent confined stable units, can form complex structure, i.e., func-

tional units, have a high degree of freedom in structural variety, and perform subtle

conformational changes. In Figure 1.6 a schematic diagram of an ideal Self Assembled

Monolayer, SAM, is shown; molecules used either for self-organization or self-assembly
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1 Liquid Metal Junctions in Molecular Electronics

Figure 1.4: Current density J vs applied voltage V traces for 1-mercapto tetradecane on AgTS

and Evaporated Ag. “Reprinted with permission from reference [48]. Copyright 2007
American Chemical Society.”

contain a surface-active “head” group, i.e., anchor group, the backbone or spacer, and

the functional end group which is meant to interact, strongly or poorly, with the top

electrode. The extensive literature on SAMs has established a common, though sim-

ple, point of view that SAMs naturally exhibit a high degree of structural order after

assembly, that is, they are well-defined phases of organic groups organized in precisely

understood lateral organizations on the underlying substrate. A point of fact, however,

is that SAMs are dynamic structures that include significant forms of structural com-

plexities, especially when immersed in fluids. A simple single-chain model is sufficient to

facilitate comparisons of the organization adopted by different organosulfur compounds

with (mostly) linear conformations on different types of substrates, see Figure 1.5. Two

parameters describe the variations in the orientation of the organic molecules in the

SAM: the angle of tilt for the linear backbone of the molecule away from the surface

normal (α) and the angle of rotation about the long axis of the molecule (β). As de-

fined in Figure 1.5, α can assume both positive and negative values; values of β range

from 0◦ to 90◦. For SAMs formed from n-alkanethiols on gold, palladium, silver, cop-

per, mercury, platinum, and other materials, the alkane chains adopt a quasi-crystalline

structure where the chains are fully extended in a nearly all-trans conformation. The

tilts of these chains vary for the various metals: the largest cants, α (with an absolute

value near 30◦), are found on gold, while the structures most highly oriented along the
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surface normal direction arise on silver (α ≈ 10◦) and mercury (α ≈ 0◦). The average β

for gold lies near 50◦, while for other metals, the data, where available, indicates values

generally clustered near 45◦.

Figure 1.5: a) Schematic view of an all-trans conformer of a single, long-chain alkanethiolate ad-
sorbed on a surface. The tilt angle (α) is defined with respect to the surface normal
direction. The twist angle (α) describes the rotation of the CCC bond plane relative
to the plane of the surface normal and the tilted chain. b) Schematic views of single,
long-chain alkanethiolates (with even and odd numbers of methylene groups) adsorbed
on gold. The conserved value of α for each produces different projections of the terminal
methyl group on the surface. “Reprinted with permission from reference [22]. Copyright
2005 American Chemical Society.”

The early literature on SAMs focused largely on the assemblies formed by the ad-

sorption of organosulfur compounds from solution or vapor phase onto planar metal

substrates of gold and silver. These studies used three types of organosulfur compounds

such as: alkanethiols HS(CH2)nX, dialkyl sulfides X(CH2)mS(CH2)nX, and dialkyl disul-

fides X(CH2)mS−S(CH2)nX, where n and m are the number of methylene units and X

represents the terminal functional group (-CH3, -OH, -COOH etc.). Comprehensive

summaries on alkanethiol SAMs are available in several reviews [22,51–53]. As mentioned

earlier alkanethiolates have been widely studied because of their excellent self-assembly
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properties and low cost. However due to the large energy gap between the highest oc-

cupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) of

about 8-10 eV these molecules are insulating, and consequently a tunneling current is

expected (for molecules shorter then 5nm) with exponential decreases with increasing

length and temperature dependence. Thus, insulating molecules are intrinsically “less

interesting” for ME; more interesting are molecules, which could provide some phenom-

ena such as rectification i.e., diode, high conductance i.e., wire, switching, quantum

interference (QI), negative differential resistance (NDR), Kondo effect [54], π-π orbital

coupling. T. R. Lee and co-workers intensively studied organosulphur SAM with mono-

and pluri-dentate linkers proving that having multiple linkers attach to the surface does

increase the overall stability and durability of the monolayer. [55–58] Like the organosul-

fur many other head group have been used to form SAMs onto metallic surfaces (

-CN, -COOH, -Se, -CS2 ) and self-organization monolayers on semiconductors (alkyl

and halogen silanes, alkyne and alkene, phosphates). The combination of chemical and

physical properties of the molecules and the substrate rule the assembly process, which

can ultimately be tuned by changing temperature (to overcome energy barrier) and

concentration. [22]

Figure 1.6: Self Assembled Monolayer components. “Reprinted with permission from reference [22].
Copyright 2005 American Chemical Society.”

1.2.3 The Interfaces

The interfaces are in most cases in ME crucial for the overall performance of devices

and MJ. The first interface is between the molecules and the bottom electrode. The

molecules can be either chemisorbed or physisorbed, depending on whether the head
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groups have a specific affinity to the substrate or not. I defined in the former section the

difference between self-assembly and self-organization. In most of the cases the molecules

are chemisorbed on the surface via head groups or ligands, see Figure 1.6. However an

exception to this can be found in supramolecular chemistry where molecules self-assemble

on the surface in organized pattern, although they have no specific interactions with the

substrate used. In the former case hydrogen bonds and van der Walls interaction are

the driving forces and the molecules are laying flat on the surface.

The second interface is between the molecule and the top electrode, which is in most of

the junctions the less well defined of the two interfaces. The reason for this uncertainly

is related to the inhomogenous topology of the SAMs due to defects in the monolayer

and the metal substrate. The difference in contact at the top electrode can lead to

few orders of magnitude difference in conduction of the junctions, especially when the

molecules contain a functional group able to couple to the top electrode as well as the

bottom. [59,60] This is the case of alkanedithiols which are able, at least partially, to

couple tightly to both electrodes in certain experimental condition (CP-AFM). In other

cases it was found that the interfaces were not playing any remarkable role in the CT [61].

Due to the nearly infinite variables between each system it is complicated to compare

results and apply generally the conclusions to other systems. Nevertheless it is clear

that to control the overall properties of the MJ it is necessary to have a fine control and

a complete understanding of all its components.

1.3 Charge Transport Mechanism

The rate of long-distance (greater than 1nm) CT is dictated by some combination of a

strongly distance-dependent tunneling mechanism and weakly distance-dependent inco-

herent transport. [62,63] The contributions of each of these mechanisms to CT through a

metal–insulator–metal (MIM) junction or an organic film are dictated by the energy gap

between the work function or energy band of the electrode that injects the charge carrier

(electron or hole) and the energy of the orbitals of the insulating organic material. When

this energy gap is on the order of kbT, molecular orbitals are energetically accessible to

the incoming charge carrier and a short-lived oxidation or reduction of the molecule or

polymer occurs. In a molecular junction, this charge is then absorbed by the other elec-

trode; in an organic film, it hops to another molecule until it reaches an interface with a
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collecting electrode or recombines with a complementary charge carrier. For MIM junc-

tions where the work functions of the electrodes lie well within the energy gap between

the highest occupied and lowest unoccupied molecular orbitals (the HOMO–LUMO gap)

of the insulating material, CT proceeds by a non-resonant tunneling process.

1.3.1 Non-resonant coherent super exchange tunneling

The calculation of the coherent, elastic conductance, g, across a molecule sandwiched

between two continuous densities of states, and in the presence of a time-dependent

voltage, is most often approached through the Landauer formula, [64–69]

g =
2e2

h

∑
i

Ti (1.1)

where T is the scattering matrix, whose elements give the probability of scattering

of the electron in channel i, and 2e2/h=(12.8kΩ)−1 is the quantum of conductance.

The scattering matrix can be expanded in the Greens function of the molecule [70] or

estimated via superexchange formulation, as described below. The form of the scattering

matrix directly reflects the mechanism by which the charge moves through the junction,

and there are two such mechanisms. The first is direct tunneling, which takes place

only if the wave functions of the two electrodes extend far enough into the junction to

overlap such that they are directly electronically coupled. The second mechanism of

non-resonant CT in molecular junctions (which almost always applies if we are, indeed,

speaking of molecular conduction and not just chemical modification of a metal surface)

is superexchange: superexchange is an indirect transfer of electrons or holes from donor

to acceptor through an energetically well-isolated bridge, during which bridge orbitals

are utilized solely as a coupling medium. [71,72] The total probability of transmission of

an electron or hole from electrode 1 to electrode 2 via indirect tunneling is the electronic

superexchange coupling, (τDA)2. [73]

1.3.2 The Barrier model for non-resonant tunneling and the β

parameter

The superexchange model accounts for the explicit electronic structure of the molecu-

lar bridge and the metal-molecule contact. There are, however, simpler approaches to
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1.3 Charge Transport Mechanism

calculate the magnitude of the current through a molecular junction; these approaches

consider the molecule to be a homogeneous dielectric layer (a single tunneling barrier)

between two metal electrodes and are used to describe both direct (overlap of electrode

wave functions) and indirect (no direct coupling between electrodes) tunneling. For a

rectangular barrier, one can obtain an analytical solution for the coefficient for transmis-

sion of an electron. A semiclassical expression is necessary to describe non-rectangular

barriers. In both cases, as for superexchange, the transmission probability decays expo-

nentially as the width of the barrier increases. The most popular and used approach for

estimating the magnitude of the tunneling current though a barrier of arbitrary shape

is the Simmons model for elastic tunneling. [17,74] In this model, a system of two equipo-

tential metals with an insulating layer between them at zero applied bias is in thermal

equilibrium such that the Fermi level is uniform throughout the system. If a bias is

applied, current can flow. At small applied voltages (V ) (where the size of the injection

barrier �V ), the current density depends linearly on V . At higher voltages (the inter-

mediate regime), when the barrier is on the same order as the applied voltage, there is

a hyperlinear dependence of current density on V . Equation 1.2 gives the dependence

of the magnitude of the current density (the current divided by the area of the junction,

J) on the length of a potential barrier,

J = J0e
−βd; J0 = j0e

−αd0(d, d0 ≥ 0) (1.2)

which we have partitioned into a portion whose length (d0, Å) is constant as we

vary the molecular structure of the insulating layer, and a portion whose length (d,

Å) changes as we vary the molecular structure of the insulating layer. A plot of ln J

versus d has slope β (Å−1), which quantifies the decay of the tunneling probability with

increasing d and does not depend on the choice of d0, and intercept ln J0 (A cm−2), the

value of which depends on three factors: (i) j0, the current that would flow through the

junction if the thickness of the insulating layer were zero, (ii) the choice of d0, and (iii)

α, the characteristic decay of the tunneling probability with increasing d0. The factor

e−αd0 is sometimes called the contact resistance because it quantifies the characteristics

(height and length) of the tunneling barrier that the electron encounters at interface

between the metal and the molecule. [75] An electron may tunnel through the junction via

multiple pathways, some that follow the carbon backbone of the molecule and some that

involve multiple molecules. For close-packed SAMs of n-alkanethiolates, for example,
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the magnitude of the tunneling current appears to correlate with the molecular length,

i.e., the distance between the electrodes along the molecular axis, and not with the

average shortest physical distance between the electrodes. The parameter β has been

used as a benchmark for the suitability of a molecule as a wire: the smaller the value

of β, the longer the distance over which charge can be transferred without penalty.

The β parameter is often used to characterize all types of transport, although from

its very definition it only applies to exponentially decaying processes. The range of β

values, see Table 1.1 found for identical bridge units measured in solution and through

SAMs of organic thiols on the surface of metal electrodes reflects the fact that the most

fundamental aspects of transport, including length dependence, are sensitive to the

environment in which the measurement is performed. [23,76] The Simmons model, and

it’s approximation, have been widely used to fit experimental results of various systems

and molecules. [48,77–80]Nevertheless this model ignores the electronic structure properties

of the molecules and the geometry of the contacts, plus it neglects any intermolecular

and electron-electron interactions, which are taken into account by more sophisticated

electronic structure theory. [81] The Simmons model therefore does not give any insight

into the mechanism of CT. Now that the general concepts of what is a molecular junction

and it’s component are introduced it’s time to look closely to two specific techniques to

measure molecular tunneling junctions, Hg drop junction and Eutectic Gallium Indium

(EGaIn), which are the only top electrode liquid metals used in ME.

Number of carbon (N) Contacts Technique Number of molecules β (per carbon)
6, 8, 10 Au−S/S−Au STM 1 0.99 to 1.09

2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 Au−NH2/NH2−Au STM 1 0.86
6, 8, 10, 12 Au−S/CH3−Au CP-AFM 100-1000 0.88

4, 6, 8 Au−S/S−Au CP-AFM 100-1000 1.16
6, 8, 10, 12 Au−S/CH3−Au CP-AFM 1000 1.01
8, 10, 12 Au−S/S−Au Nanoparticle AFM 1 0.54
8, 10, 12 Au−S/S−Au Nanoparticle AFM 1 0.95

9, 10, 11, 12, 15, 16, 18 Au−S/S−Hg hanging Hg drop junction 2.5× 1011 1.06
16, 18, 20, 22, 24 Au−S/S−Hg hanging Hg drop junction 2.5× 1011 1.01

20, 24, 28 Au−S/S−Hg hanging Hg drop junction 3.7× 1011 0.85
8, 12, 16 Au−S/CH3−Au Nanopores 7300 0.83

8, 10, 12, 14, 16 Au−S/HS−PEDOT Large Area junction 3.2× 108 - 3.6× 1010 0.66
8, 10, 12, 14, 16 Au−S/CH3−PmPV Large Area junction 3.2× 1011 - 3.2× 1012 1.13

6, 10, 12 Au−S/CH3−Au/Au−CH3/S−Au Nanoparticle bridge 100 0.87
17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22 Al2O3−O – CO/CH3−Au PALO 9.2× 1012 0.85

8, 12, 16 Au−S/CH3−Au Thermally evaporated 1.5× 107 1.08

Table 1.1: Comparison of the measured decay coefficient βN for alkane-based molecules in different
molecular junctions and by different research group.
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1.4 Hg & Eutectic Gallium Indium: powerful tools to

study the electrical properties of Self-Assembled

Monolayers

From here on we will focus on the measurement of current-voltage response for mono-

layers on metal and semiconductor (silicon) using liquid metal electrodes. We already

mentioned the advantages of using ordered-monolayers instead of few/single molecules.

Enclosing a molecule inside a well ordered 3D structure allows us to study the CT with

the preferential conformation of the molecule on the surface due to different variables,

which does not allow tailoring the “position” of the molecule on the surface. However

most of single molecule measurement have uncertainty about molecular position and,

moreover, it contacts the electrode. SAMs of saturated hydrocarbons [33,53,75,80,82–96]

and conjugated oligomers, such as oligophenylenes [97–107], oligophenylenethylenes and

carotenes [108,109] have been intensively used as basic building block for MJs. Each type

of junction and technique have advantages and disadvantages with respect to fabrication

cost, simplicity, reproducibility, and application.

1.5 Hg-drop Junctions

Mercury, Hg, is the only metal that is liquid at standard conditions for temperature and

pressure and for this reason was used by humans for many applications. In molecular

electronics, Slowinski and Majda first utilized Hg-drop on SAMs in 1996. The Hg-

drop is based on liquid mercury electrode(s) suspended on the target organic layer or

monolayer. [20,91,94,95,110–113] Different architectures of Hg-drop have been used and we

are going to describe one by one in the current chapter. The MIM junction can be

describe as follow: Hg-SAM//SAM-M where // represent the van der Waals interface

between the SAMs, M the metal of the surface or bottom electrode, and - the interface

between the thiol group and the metal i.e., it is chemisorbed. We will describe four types

of Hg-drop junctions that differ by substrate (M) used and the measurement apparatus.

Figure 1.7 shows the four different junction type which utilized Hg.

Hg-drop junctions reveal several advantages when compared to other conventional

techniques to measure CT : i) ease of assembly, simple, inexpensive equipment, no clean
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Figure 1.7: Schematic representation of Hg-drop junction type. (a) liquid-liquid; (b) liquid-solid;
(c) liquid-redox-liquid; (b’) particular case of (b). “Reprinted with permission from
reference [91]. Copyright 2002 Elsevier.”

room or lithography; ii) it gives stable and reproducible results; iii) it is a versatile

technique since it can host a large variety of molecules. Furthermore, the Hg-drop

electrodes, themselves present several advantages: i) Hg is liquid at room temperature

(RT) and, as a liquid, has no surface features or defects, such as step edges, terraces etc.,

which results in an ideal surface to grow defect-free monolayers; ii) SAMs form within

a few seconds on the surface of Hg in the presence of alkanethiols in solution; iii) the

Hg-drop can make conformal contact with molecules on a solid surface without applying

pressure (beyond the weight of the Hg) on the monolayers. In the following paragraphs

I will introduce the different Hg-drop architectures.

1.5.1 Hg-SAM1//SAM2-Hg

Figure 1.7(a) shows the schematic view of the junction: Hg-SAM//SAM-Hg. These are

called liquid-liquid junctions, and they are formed by bringing carefully two drops of Hg

covered by SAM of alkanethiolates into contact in a solution of ethanol that contains the

alkanethiol. The SAMs1-2 may or may not be the same. A tungsten wire inside a micro

syringe is used to connect the conductive Hg drops to the electrometer. Using two liquid
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electrodes (with the same work function) has the advantage of avoiding any issues from

contamination of a solid metal electrode by mercury vapor, plus the tilt angle α (which is

the angle normal to the surface where the direction of the alkane chain is pointing) is close

to 0◦. The null tilt angle makes Hg-drop junctions ideal to study the length dependence

properly since the full length of the molecule is preserved. Nevertheless the liquid-

liquid Hg junctions present several disadvantages such as: the contact area is difficult to

evaluate and change with the potential applied, intercalation is possible at high voltages,

and the system simply does not work well with non n-alkanethiolates. Using capacitance

measurements as a function of the length of the alkanethiols in the SAMs, and impedance

spectroscopy, SAMs of alkanethiols have been extensively characterized. [94,111,112,114,115]

Capacitance measurements in polar solvents indicated that the junction formed with

hexadecane thiol does not include solvent molecules between the two SAMs. It seems

that the solvent is included at the interfaces only when no voltage is applied; thus the

presence or absence of hydrocarbon solvent between aliphatic SAMs may depend on the

total pressure,i.e., potential, across the junction. The total pressure depends on the

Hg-drop weight and the electrostatic pressure due to the bias applied.

Figure 1.8: Schematic view of liquid-liquid electrochemical cell apparatus. “Reprinted with permis-
sion from reference [91]. Copyright 2002 Elsevier.”
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Figure 1.9: Schematic drawing of the apparatus used to measure the tunneling current through Hg-
drop junctions. “Reprinted with permission from reference [48]. Copyright 2007 American
Chemical Society.”

1.5.2 Hg-SAM1//SAM2-M

The liquid-solid junction represented in Figures 1.7(b) and 1.9 comprises a Hg drop

with a SAM1 and a solid metal surface (M= Ag, Au, Cu, Pd, Pt, Ti, Hg/Au alloy)

covered by a second SAM2 where 1 and 2 may differ. The solid flat metal surface makes

the fabrication straightforward and in all cases the two SAMs are formed separately.

A SAM1 of hexadecanethiol (HS−C15H24CH3) is usually formed on the Hg-drop. The

two metal surfaces are then brought carefully together using a micromanipulator in a

solution (usually hexadecane) containing the thiol used to form SAM2. The liquid-solid

junction is more versatile because the SAM2 on the solid substrate can be characterized

prior to junction formation, the supramolecular structure can be tuned by changing

the metal substrate, [116] and as a consequence, the tilt angle. The solvent not only

“heals” SAM2 when the two electrodes are not in contact, but protects the Hg drop

from vibration, and protects the surfaces from contamination. It has been shown that

the solvent chosen does not play important role in the conductivity. [91] Furthermore the

liquid-solid junction makes it possible to form several junctions on different spots on the

solid substrates by lateral translation of the metal substrate. By doing so more cycles

i.e., sweeps, can be acquired and more substantial statistical analyses can be made. The

liquid-solid, is definitely more versatile than liquid-liquid, allowing the systematic study

of different metal substrates and several molecular organizations.
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1.5.3 Hg-SAM1-R//R-SAM2-Hg and Hg-SAM1//R//SAM2-Hg

Another Hg junction type, such as the one showed in Figure 1.7(c) and Figure 1.8,

contain an R group, where R is a redox molecule trapped at the interface between the

two SAMs. The two electrode system (Figure 1.7(a) and (b)) suffer from an ambiguity

in the relative position of the Fermi level of the electrodes with respect to the energy

levels of the redox molecules sandwiched between them. In an electrochemical cell the

macroscopic reference electrode allow potentiostatic control of the energy level of redox

sites trapped in the junction, relative to the potentials applied to the metal electrodes.

We distinguish two different electrochemical junctions that incorporate redox sites: one

where the Hg electrodes are functionalized to covalently bind to redox sites (Hg-SAM1-

R//R-SAM2-Hg), and one where the redox sites are incorporated into the inter-electrode

gap (Hg-SAM1//R//SAM2-Hg). In both junctions, the potentials of the mercury elec-

trodes are driven in such a way that one electrode acts as the electron donor and the

other one as the electron acceptor. The current between the electrodes is measured by

keeping constant the potential of one electrode and sweeping the other electrode. In

the case of trapped redox sites a SAM of alkanethiolate terminated with carboxylic acid

group is commonly used because the −COOH complexes the redox sites (Ru(NH3)6
3+).

Weiss et al. compared the structural and electrical characteristics of self-assembled

monolayers using Hg-drop. [48] Figure 1.10 is a plot of log J for Hg-drop junctions incorpo-

rating SAMs of n-alkanethiolates versus the total number of carbon in the alkyl chain(s)

Nc between the electrodes in the junction [48]. A linear least-squares fit to the largest

dataset (aggregated dataset) yields to β = 1.1/carbon (0.85Å−1) and J0 = 1.0× 106 A

cm−2. The aggregated dataset contains instead values of J measured at V = −1.5V

(in an electrochemical setup). In this case, β = 0.86/methylene -CH2- (0.69Å−1) and

J0 = 1.7 × 102 A cm−2. These values were use to validate their method and has an

evidence of tunneling through the alkyl chain rather than through-space.

The Hg drop junction was largely used for almost a decade as main bottom-up tech-

nique in ME despite the toxicity and volatility of mercury. In most of the cases the high

affinity of Hg with other metals to form amalgams and its high sensitivity for defects in

the monolayer, i.e., tendency to short with thin disordered monolayers, from here the

need for a solvent bath to “heal” the junction limited the yield of working junctions and

the information that could be extracted from such a molecular system.
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Figure 1.10: Log J for Hg-drop junctions incorporating SAMs of n-alkanethiolates versus the total
number of carbons in the alkyl chain(s) between the electrodes in the junction. The
slope of the linear least-squares fit to these data is β/2.3. Aggregated dataset 1 (the
solid diamonds and open squares) includes values of J measured at V=0.4 or 0.5 V
(the solid diamonds are data acquired using AgTS). For this dataset, β=1.1/methylene
group (0.85 Å−1), and J0 = 1.0×106 Acm−2. Aggregated dataset 2 (the solid circles)
contains values of J measured at V=-1.5V. For this dataset, β=0.86/methylene group
(0.69 Å−1), and J0 = 1.7×102 Acm−2. “Reprinted with permission from reference [48].
Copyright 2007 American Chemical Society.”
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1.6 Eutectic Gallium Indium EGaIn

Eutectic Gallium Indium EGaIn (EGaIn) was developed in the group of Whitesides at

Harvard University by Chiechi et al. [21] who thought to substitute Hg with another liquid

metal. Hg is indeed known for its vapor toxicity and tendency to form amalgams with

other metals (in particular with gold, in fact mercury was intensively used for extraction

of the precious metal until the latter period of the first millennia) which makes it unlikely

to be user-friendly and of any use for practical application. EGaIn is a metal alloy of

Ga 75.5% and In 24.5% by weight and has a melting point m.p=15.7◦C [117]. Although

EGaIn is a liquid at room temperature, it does not spontaneously reflow into the shape

with the lowest interfacial free energy as do liquids such as Hg and H2O: as a result,

it can be formed into metastable, non spherical “tips”. This behavior along with its

high conductivity (3.4×104S cm-1) [118] and its tendency to make low-contact resistance

interfaces with a variety of material [117], makes EGaIn useful for forming electrodes for

thin-film devices [119–121], such as liquid metal-based plasmonics. [122] In the first report

Chiechi et al. reported measurement of current density (J , A cm−2) versus applied

voltage (V , V) through SAMs of n-alkanethiolates on Agts Ag−SCnH2n+1 using EGaIn

as top soft-conformal electrode, in a way similar to Hg-drop electrode. An ideal electrode

for physical-organic studies of SAMs would i) make conformal, non-damaging contacts,

ii) readily form small-area contacts to minimize the influence of defects in the SAM

to J , iii) form without specialized equipment. EGaIn looked promising as a substitute

for Hg since both allow to measurement under ambient conditions, but Hg is toxic,

amalgamates with metals, and require a solvent bath during the measurement. An

abstract representation of what we mean as an ideal electrode is Figure 1.11.

EGaIn does not flow until it experiences a critical surface stress (0.5 N m-1), at

which point it yields, [21]. Since 2008 several scientific reports have been published on

the use of EGaIn in ME [21,50,61,80,122–147]. In ambient conditions the surface of EGaIn

oxidizes rapidly and spontaneously and it absorbs adventitious contaminants (e.g., water,

organic molecules, particles). Figure 1.15 shows the formation of an EGaIn MJ. The

EGaIn “tip” is formed by stretching a droplet between a syringe (filled with EGaIn)

and a substrate to which the droplet adheres. As we move the syringe away from the

sacrificial substrate with the help of a micro manipulator, the droplet elongates into an

hourglass shape, Figure 1.15, which eventually snaps and create two sharp tips. The
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Figure 1.11: Idealistic top-“electrode”

tips retain their conical shape, due to the Ga2O3 skin [21]. The MJ is then formed by

bringing into contact the freshly prepared tip with the substrate supporting the SAM.

With a camera, from the side, we can estimate the size of the junction after calibration

with a microruler. Since the tip has a conical shape we can assume that the contact

has a circular shape with (A=π(d/2)2) where d can be measured with the camera. A

microscopy study suggests that the effective area of contact is ∼25% of the estimated

one [148]. One tip is–with the common protocols–used to form approximately 10 junctions

in different spots of the sample. Over time the tip can absorb contaminants from the

surface and atmosphere, thus it is good practice to change the tip frequently in the same

manner as it is formed (i.e., the original droplet on the sacrificial substrate can be reused

over a few hours). The two most serious ambiguities of EGaIn junctions lie with the

surface of the top electrode: specifically i) the absolute contribution of the oxide and

the adventitious contaminants to the resistance of the junction is unclear, and ii) the

effect of environmental and user variables (resistance, local thickness, and composition

of the oxide) which can all lead to ambiguities in the electrical measurement. Dumke

et al. analyzed the surface of Ga2O3/EGaIn by ion sputtering and scanning Auger

spectroscopy [149]. They conclude that the oxide layer was mostly Ga2O3 about ∼2nm,
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however following studies suggested that the oxide is mainly Ga2O3 and the In is more

abundant in the interface between the liquid alloy and the oxide, and that the oxide

is passivating the surface limiting the growth [21]. The oxide was later found to be

about ∼0.7nm thick (on average). In the report of Cademartiri et al. the authors

deeply investigate the oxide properties, composition, and morphology; they evaluate the

influence of the oxide on the transport of charge through the junctions [141]. In their

report they consider the various hypotheses based on the previous knowledge and novel

experiments concluding that:

1. The oxide skin forms spontaneously on EGaIn in ambient conditions is 0.7 nm

thick, and it is composed mostly of Ga2O3

2. XPS studies revealed that the oxide composition remains stable, mechanic defor-

mations and curvature does not affect the average thickness and composition of

the oxide

3. The transport of charge through the junction is dominated by the SAM. The

consistency of J(V ) [130,132,134] suggest that the influence of the oxide skin and the

adsorbates on the conductivity of the junction is either negligible or similar from

junction to junction. This conclusion might be not valid for highly conductive

SAMs where the oxide could be indeed limiting the conductivity [50].

4. The adsorbates do not contribute to the magnitude of J within 15min. (However,

I strongly believe that few hours of exposure of the tip to air increase the risk of

irreversible contamination which would lead in lower contact area or either low

current traces)

In conclusion, despite the influence of the oxide creating doubts about EGaIn, different

laboratories have successfully demonstrated the capability of such a technique which, in

only half a decade, produced several publications and has risen to the attention of the

entire ME community. In the following sections I will emphasize the more relevant (up

to date) publications regarding EGaIn as top electrode omitting our own publication(s)

which are further describe in the following chapters.
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1.6.1 EGaIn Microfluidics

The ability to inject metal into microchannels is extremely important for the production

of low cost, flexible electronic components such as microscale wires, circuit elements, elec-

trodes, and electromagnets. [150,151] Dickey et al. showed that EGaIn was able to form

stable structures in micro channels at room temperature. [21] EGaIn, at least for some

applications, may have an advantage over molten solders (used in a set of methodolo-

gies called “microsolidics”), which require heating and cooling steps that increase the

time needed for the fabrication process, and make it incompatible with heat-sensitive

materials such as organics. For most applications requiring a liquid metal, EGaIn is

superior to Hg, which readily fills microchannels at RT, but is toxic and forms unsta-

ble structures that spontaneously retract from the channels to minimize interfacial free

energy. EGaIn possesses the unique ability to remain inside the channels even after

pressure/vacuum is removed. This intrinsic stability was found to be due to the oxide

skin because by pretreating the channel with HCl, EGaIn does behave like mercury and

retracts from the microchannels. In the same manner a “tip” of EGaIn immersed in

diluted HCl solution does not retain the shape, and behaves like mercury. The work

of Dickey et al. lead to subsequent publications that explore the properties of EGaIn

in confined microfluidic junctions. [148] Nijhuis et al. manufactured small arrays of tun-

neling junctions comprising SAMs of alkanethiolates with ferrocene moieties sandwich

between AgTS and EGaIn confined inside microchannels. These arrays, shown in Figure

1.12, allow temperature dependent measurements, ensure a fine control of the junction

area, potentially allow to the measurement of different SAMs without removing the top

electrode, and permit reversible assembly and disassembly of the junctions. The authors

validate the previous results on ferrocene SAMs [125]. In the early stage of my PhD, I

fabricated soft-soft molecular junction in which both electrodes (EGaIn and AuTS) were

confined in microfluidic channels. An example of such molecular junction can be seen

in Figure 1.13 and Figure 1.14. When measuring the charge transport of such devices

we had several problems, in particular the lack of stability of the AuTS film and in some

cases the presence of Au was not restricted in the channel, see 1.14, causing undefined

junctions. The solution proposed by Nijhuis et al., although more laborious, definitely

give rises to higher yields of working junctions, which is the figure of merit.
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Figure 1.12: Microfluidics solid state molecular junction comprising ferrocene SAMs with EGaIn
trapped into the microchannels and arrays of AgTS as bottom electrode. “Reprinted
with permission from reference [148]. Copyright 2010 American Chemical Society.”

Figure 1.13: Schematic view of the molecular junction where both the top and bottom electrodes
are confined into microfluidics channels.
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Figure 1.14: Picture of an home made PDMS-AuTS-SAM//EGaIn-PDMS device.

1.6.2 EGaIn in Molecular Rectifiers

As mentioned above, EGaIn has been used as top electrode with the classical “tip”

shape [124,125,131,133] and in microchannels [148]. Since the first molecular rectifier was

proposed from Aviram and Ratner, [3] much effort has been invested in demonstrating

their hypothesis. [152–157] The hypothesis underlying this design is based on the relative

energies of the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) of the donor unit and the

lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) of the acceptor: the current observed with

one bias voltage (resulting from resonant electron transfer from the LUMO of the ac-

ceptor to the HOMO of the donor) would be greater than that of the current for the

opposite bias (resulting from nonresonant transfer). In many past works, the rectifica-

tion observed was not necessary due to the molecule, but the experimental conditions

and electrodes. By definition a rectifier is a molecular species or component which

changes the ratio of the flow of current, making the current flow preferentially in one di-

rection than to other. Nijhuis et al. intensively studied molecular rectification observed

in SAMs of SC11Fc [125] where it was found that the ferrocene moiety induces a dramatic

increase in the rectification ratios (R ≈ 1.0 × 102). This result was attributed to the

asymmetric potential drop across the SAM and, importantly, the mechanism of charge

transport changes from tunneling to hopping at one bias, but not the other. [148] Inter-

estingly the ferrocene SAMs rectify only when the Fc moiety is located asymmetrically

in the SAM, which means that the Fc must be close in space to one of the electrodes.
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In their case the Fc moiety has a van der Waals contact with the Ga2O3/EGaIn top

electrode and consequently the HOMO of the Fc can follow the Fermi level of the top

electrode,i.e., couple tightly. At sufficient negative bias (∼ −0.6V ), the HOMO of the

Fc can participate in charge transport, and the potential drops mainly across the in-

sulating C11 alkyl chain. At positive bias, the HOMO of the Fc cannot participate in

charge transport, and the potential drops more or less equally along the entire length of

the molecule (C11Fc). The measurement of J(V ) as a function of temperature indicated

that, at negative bias, when the HOMO of the Fc participate in the charge transport,

the mechanism changes from tunneling (T independent) to more efficient hopping (T

dependent), while at positive bias the HOMO cannot participate and they just observed

tunneling [148]. The authors proved that the cause of rectification is indeed the Fc moi-

ety and not the SAM or the asymmetric electrode (AgTS-Ga2O3/EGaIn). When the

Fc is omitted, the n-alkanethiolates SAM does not give rise to statistically significant

rectification: R ≈ 1.0 to 1.5; in the same way, when the Fc moiety is buried in the

SAM, far from the electrodes, the HOMO of the Fc cannot enter into resonance with

the Fermi energy level. Nijhuis et al. also demonstrate that adding two Fc moieties

further increases the rectification ratio at the expense of the stability of junctions. [131]

Nijhuis and coworkers proposed a model illustrated in Figure 1.16. In a more recent

work Nerngchamnong et al. demonstrate that on AgTS an odd number of methylene

spacers in the alkyl chain lead to a more densely packed SAMs, and expose the Fc moiety

directly to the top electrode, giving rise to higher rectification ratios [146]. The reverse

was found for gold, where even number of methylene gives better results for AuTS due

to the different intermolecular interactions and the different tilt angles, α. So far the

best candidate of their series remain the earlier report HSC11Fc which forms robust and

dense SAMs with over 90% working junctions and R ≈ 100.

R =
|J(−V )|
|J(+V )|

(1.3)

1.6.3 Odd-Even Effects in Self-Assembled Monolayers

SAMs of odd-numbered n-alkanethiols differ from corresponding SAMs of even-numbered

n-alkanethiols with respect to many properties, including structure, surface free energy,

kinetics of molecular exchange, tribology, kinetics of electron transfer, electrochemistry,
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Figure 1.15: Tip formation from a to d; Figure e and f junction formation by approaching the tip on
the surface. “Reprinted with permission from reference [141]. Copyright 2012 American
Chemical Society.”
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Figure 1.16: Energy level diagrams of the junctions at a bias of +1 V and -1 V. At negative bias (or
forward bias), when the molecular diode allows current to pass through, the HOMO
level centred at the Fc units falls between the energy window of both Fermi levels
and can participate in the mechanism of charge transport. The two-step mechanism of
charge transport involves tunneling of an electron from the HOMO of the Fc across the
alkyl chain to the bottom electrode, followed by hopping of an electron to the Fc unit
in a second step. The width of the tunneling barrier, dtot, is determined by the length
of the alkyl chain, dalkyl, or dtot=dalkyl. At positive bias (or reverse bias), when the
diode blocks the current, this HOMO level falls below both Fermi levels and cannot
participate in the mechanism of charge transport. Consequently, the whole length of the
molecule forms a barrier against tunneling of width dtot=dalkyl+dFc. For ideal diodes,
this current would be infinitesimally small and is called “leakage current” in analogy to
conventional diodes. “Reprinted with permission from reference [146]. Copyright 2013
Nature Publishing Group, a division of Macmillan Publishers Limited.”
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reactivity, and packing density [22,158,159]. Odd-even effects have been observed in liquid

crystals, molecule-capped quantum dots, and field effect transistors. Thuo et al. com-

pared the charge transport across SAMs of n-alkanethiols containing odd and even num-

ber (n from 9 to 18) of methylenes with EGaIn as top electrode. The authors collected

statistically significant amounts of data and since J is log-normally distributed (due to

random defects) it is possible to fit the distribution of log |J | with a Gaussian function,

see Figure 1.17. The µlog Gaussian fit usually differs from the arithmetic average because

Gaussian is less sensitive to outliers [21]. Thuo et al. determined the tunneling decay

constant β for both odd and even-numbered of alkanethiols. βodd=1.19±0.08 nC
-1, and

βeven=1.05±0.06 nC
-1 at −0.5V without an actual significant difference between the

two. Interestingly the authors evaluate the influence of user experience on these result

by having several novice experimentalists acquiring data on these SAMs. The result

is a non-significant difference in β values that emphasizes the ease and straightforward

technique of EGaIn.

1.6.4 Charge Transport Is Insensitive to Many Functional Groups

Recently Yoon et al. [61] measured a series of modified alkanethiols containing a range of

common aliphatic, aromatic, and heteroaromatic organic tail groups. The MJs studied in

their work have the following structure: Agts-S(CH2)4CONH(CH2)2R//Ga2O3//EGaIn;

R= functional terminal group which in their studies vary from thiophene, naphthalene,

phenyl, cyclohexane and many more, see Figure 1.18. Yoon et al. compared values

of tunneling current across these SAMs, which have approximately the same thickness,

thus they evaluate what is the actual influence of the R groups alone. Surprisingly the

charge transport across these SAMs is insensitive to changes in the organic molecules

where length is kept the same. Although subtle and in some cases within the confi-

dence interval, there are differences between the R group. The J(V ) value for aromatic

moieties 1-7 appears to increases as the volume of R increases, while the J(V ) value

for aliphatic moieties 8-13 appears to decrease. The authors suggested that, over a

range of structures typical of those used in conventional organic chemistry, changing

the structure, for a constant thickness of the SAM, has little influence on the rates of

tunneling. This conclusion indicates that the rate of charge transport can be modeled by

tunneling through a rectangular barrier whose structure at the atomic/molecular level

is not important. It’s however worth noting that the molecules studied in this work are
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Figure 1.17: Summary of current density, J , data derived from all n-alkanethiols. Histograms of
log |J | with a Gaussian fit include all the data collected by different users for n-
alkanethiols (SCn, where n = 9-18); N|J| is the number of measurements collected
for each SAM. A gradual decrease in the current density as chain length increases
can be observed from the fitted data. “Reprinted with permission from reference [80].
Copyright 2011 American Chemical Society.”
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highly insulating despite the nature of the terminal groups, thus the charge transport

properties are mostly dictated by the alkyl spacer, which is kept constant. I believe

that, in this case, the different kinetics and packing density, i.e., possible defects in the

SAMs, are the main reason of variance of J . It is intuitive that bigger bulky group on

the surface of the SAMs could not pack as tightly as a methyl, resulting in defects and

higher J .

Figure 1.18: A) Schematic representation of a tunneling junction consisting of a AgTS bottom
electrode supporting a SAM, and contacted by a Ga2O3/EGaIn top electrode. B) A
schematic representation of one junction. C) The numbering system based on non-
hydrogen atoms in the backbone of the molecules tested. D) Molecules used to form
SAMs for this study. “Reprinted with permission from reference [160]. Copyright 2012
Wiley.”
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1.6.5 Effect of Torsional Angle

Samori et al. in a recent publication reported a careful study on biphenylthiol based

SAMs. The authors spectroscopically (high-resolution X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy

HRXPS and angle-resolved near-edge X-ray absorption fine structure NEXAFS spec-

troscopy) and electrically characterized them with EGaIn as top electrode. The au-

thors conclude that the charge transport through the SAMs with varying torsion angles

chemisorbed on Au surfaces exhibits a good degree of correlation with the packing den-

sity and orientational order in the monolayers. The last parameters were mostly gov-

erned by molecular conformation, which was specifically adjusted by the site bridging

or substitution of/at the individual phenyl rings. The efficiency of the charge tunneling

through the SAMs shows a characteristic decay with the increasing separation between

the metallic contacts i.e., an increase of the effective SAM thickness. The authors found

β = 0.27± 0.08Å−1. [143]

1.6.6 EGaIn as Top Electrode in Quantum Dots

Weiss and co-workers utilized EGaIn as top electrode in arrays containing Quantum

Dots (QD). They studied the effect of quantum dots size in their devices, see Figure

1.19. The authors concluded that the turn-on voltage depended on the size of the

QDs next to the PEDOT:PSS. [161] Weiss published the same year a follow up of their

previous study, see Figure 1.20. The authors found that size-selective photoexcitation of

the arrays of multiple sizes of QDs helped to determine (i) the location of the interface

at which photoinduced separation of charge occurred, (ii) whether the energy absorbed

by the QDs was redistributed before separation of charge, and (iii) the dependence of

the photovoltage on the locations of various sizes of QDs within the junction. [162] More

recently Weiss and co-workers managed to enhance the photocurrent density of the

cross-linked QD films when the DAE (diarylethylene) ligand is switched from its open,

non-conductive form (by illumination with 500-650 nm light), to its closed conductive

form (by illumination with 300-400 nm light).

1.6.7 Stretchable Organic Solar Cells

Lipomi et al. designed and fabricated a stretchable organic solar cell by spin-coating the

transparent electrode and active layer on a pre-strained elastomeric membrane. Upon
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Figure 1.19: The TOC figure summaries the scientific work of Weiss and co-workers. The authors
explore the electrical characteristics of junctions composed of three-dimensional arrays
of colloidal CdSe quantum dots (QDs) with tin-doped indium oxide (ITO)/poly(3,4-
ethylenedioxy-thiophene):poly(styrenesulfonate) (PEDOT:PSS) and EGaIn electrodes.
“Reprinted with permission from reference [161]. Copyright 2008 American Chemical
Society.”

Figure 1.20: The TOC figure summaries the report of Weiss A. Emily and co-workers where they
study the generation and flow of photocurrent through junctions containing three-
dimensional arrays of colloidal CdSe quantum dots (QDs) of either a single size or
multiple sizes. The electrodes were indium tin oxide (ITO) covered with a thin layer
of poly(3,4-ethylenedioxy-thiophene):poly(styrenesulfonate) (PEDOT:PSS) and a eu-
tectic alloy of Ga and In (EGaIn). “Reprinted with permission from reference [162].
Copyright 2008 American Chemical Society.”
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release of the pre-strain, the device buckled. The topographic waves that arose imparted

elasticity to the device under tensile strain (up to 27%). The device exhibited similar

photovoltaic properties when both stretched and unstretched. The device preparation is

shown in Figure 1.21. The EGaIn in this case is used as top electrode. The photovoltaics

properties of the OPV are worst then rigid solar cells, i.e., using ITO, however the

authors found that the device maintain good efficiencies when stretched. [129] The topic

has been reviewed shortly after by Lipomi and Bao. [127]

Figure 1.21: Summary of the procedures used to fabricate stretchable organic solar cells. “Reprinted
with permission from reference [129]. Copyright 2011 Wiley.”

1.6.8 Liquid Metal Microstructure

The ability to pattern materials into arbitrary 3D microstructures is important for elec-

tronics, microfluidic networks, tissue engineering scaffolds, photonic band gap structures,

and chemical synthesis. Dickey and co-workers demonstrate that it is possible to direct

write structures composed of a low-viscosity liquid with metallic conductivity at room

temperature. The liquid metal is useful for soft, stretchable, or shape reconfigurable elec-

tronics. Some photographs of direct writing with EGaIn are shown in Figure 1.22. [163]
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Figure 1.22: Direct writing of liquid metal 3D structures. Photographs of the diverse free standing,
liquid metal microstructures that can be direct printed at room temperature. a) Liquid
metal ejected rapidly from a glass capillary forms a thin wire. b) These fibers are strong
enough to suspend over a gap despite being composed of liquid. c) A free standing
liquid metal arch. d) A tower of liquid metal droplets. e) A 3D cubic array of stacked
droplets. f) A metal wire and an arch composed of liquid metal droplets. g) An array
of in-plane lines of free standing liquid metal fabricated by filling a microchannel with
the metal and dissolving away the mold. Scale bars represent 500 µm. “Reprinted with
permission from reference [163]. Copyright 2013 Wiley.”

1.6.9 Soft-Matter Diodes

So et al. presented a soft-matter-based diode composed of hydrogel and EGaIn. The

ability to control the thickness, and thus resistivity, of an oxide skin on the metal enables

rectification. The authors describe a device with liquid-metal/electrolyte-solution/Pt ar-

chitecture. The electrically insulating oxide skin on the EGaIn electrode is reduced or

oxidized further depending on the direction of the bias, thereby allowing unidirectional

ionic current. The forward current of the diode increases as the conductivity of the elec-

trolyte increases, whereas backward current depends on the pH of the medium in contact

with the insulating oxide layer on the EGaIn electrode. As a result, the diode shows a

higher rectification ratio with more conductive electrolyte at neutral pH. Replacement

of the liquid electrolyte solution with a hydrogel improves the structural stability of

the soft diode. The rectification performance also improves due to the increased ionic

conductivity by the gel. The authors also studied a diode entirely made of soft mate-

rials, see Figure 1.23, by replacing the platinum electrode with a second liquid-metal

electrode. Contacting each liquid metal with a polyelectrolyte gel featuring different pH

values provided asymmetry in the device, which is necessary for rectification. [136]
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Figure 1.23: a) Photograph of a prototype diode composed entirely of soft matter. b) Current as
a function of applied voltage and c) Transient voltage response under AC signal of
the soft-matter diode. The EGaIn electrode interfacing the PEI gel is grounded. The
output voltage is the voltage applied to the diode under AC bias with amplitude of ±3
V. d) A schematic depiction of the soft-matter diode with asymmetrically configured
polyelectrolyte gels under forward and backward biases. “Reprinted with permission
from reference [136]. Copyright 2011 Wiley.”
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1.6.10 Microfluidics Devices

As mentioned before EGaIn can be confined into microchannels and can be used for free

standing 3D structures. Dickey and co-workers showed interesting applications where

EGaIn is used as strained-controlled diffraction, [145] a pressure responsive resonator, [164]

and a reconfigurable circuits formed by liquid metal shaping. [165]

Overall EGaIn was used in several devices, in laboratories across the world. Despite the

utility of EGaIn being uncovered only in the last 5 years, many scientific reports have

been produced, and I’m certain many more are on their way.

1.7 Thesis Outline

In this thesis, several SAMs based MJ are presented. I used EGaIn as top electrode to

make electrical contact with the different monolayers to characterize the electrical prop-

erties. In Chapter 2 we looked at the effect of conjugation pattern in dense monolayer

or arylethynylene thiolates. Three different SAMs are discuss, anthracene AC (fully

conjugated), anthraquinone AQ (cross conjugated), and dihydroanthracene AH (broken

conjugated). We observed an excellent agreement between large area charge transport

measurement and the single molecule transport calculation, which allowed us to conclude

that destructive interference occurs (Quantum Interference) in such device. In Chapter

3 I measure, in a similar manner, two almost equivalent series of molecules which form

dense and robust SAMs. Thanks to the information already present in literature about

these molecules, we could investigate the electrical properties and correlate the observ-

able transition voltages, Vtrans, to the calculated HOMO level and to the shift in work

function ∆Φ. The fact that two almost identical series, that differ only by one atom, can

be quickly distinguished was up to now far from being obvious. In Chapter 4 I looked at

a plausible substitute in ME to thiols as anchoring group to metal surfaces. I found that

terminal alkynes can form very good SAMs, which can be measured with EGaIn and

have comparable density with n-alkanethiolates. A further comparison between gold

and silver as bottom electrode is presented. In Chapter 5 we looked at self-assembly
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properties of double-stranded DNA in mixed SAMs. We extensively characterized our

monolayers with a combination of Quartz Crystal Microbalance (QCM), IR, AFM and

charge transport properties using EGaIn. Not only have we developed a method to make

dense solid state junction comprising ds-DNA but we were able to distinguish DNA of

different length.
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2
Evidence of quantum interference in SAMs in

tunneling junctions with Eutectic Gallium Indium

2.1 Introduction

Herein I report measurement of current-densities (J) through junctions comprising self-

assembled monolayers (SAMs) of three arylethynylene thiolates (that differ only in their

conjugation patterns) on Au substrates using eutectic Ga-In (EGaIn; 75 % Ga, 25 % In

by weight, m.p. = 15.5 ◦C) [1] as a conformal top-contact. I compared the values of J

at applied biases (V ) between −0.4 and +0.4 V for three different ethynylthiophenol-

functionalized anthracene derivatives, see Figure 2.1, with the predicted single molecule

transport calculations (using gDFTB) for the molecules chemisorbed between two ideal

gold electrodes. I observed a dramatic reduction in J where destructive quantum inter-

ference effects dominate the transport properties. I also found good qualitative agree-

ment between experiment and theory; the linear-conjugation of the anthracene core is

at least ten times more conductive than the broken-conjugation and cross-conjugation

of the 9,10-dihydroanthracene and 9,10-anthraquionone cores. This is the first report

of measurement of unsaturated molecules using EGaIn and the first experimental study

showing the influence of cross-conjugation on J in molecular junctions containing a SAM.

∗ The contents in this chapter were published in Journal of American Chemical Society, American
Chemical Society (10.1021/ja202471m). I would like to thank Hennie Valkenier for the synthesis of
the molecules studied in this chapter and Gemma C. Solomon for the prolific collaboration.
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2 Quantum Interference in SAMs

Figure 2.1: Not to scale schematic of the molecular junctions explore in this chapter. SAMs
of thiolated arylethynylenes with cores of anthracene (AC; linear-conjugation), 9,10-
anthraquinone (AQ; cross-conjugation), or 9,10-dihydroanthracene (AH; broken-
conjugation) connected at the 2,6 positions (indicated with grey circles). The thio-
late groups at the GaIn—Ga2O3 interface comprise a random mixture of free thiols and
thioacetates.
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2.1 Introduction

2.1.1 Quantum Interference Effects

Minor manipulation in the chemical structure of a molecule often results in significant

changes in a physical property of the system. In the case of conjugated molecules, there

are particular relationships between parts of the molecule that govern a whole range

of physical and chemical properties. For example, the substitution patterns of benzene

derivatives are well established; electrophiles prefer to add ortho or para to electron-

rich substituents. This effect is enhanced in the case of substituents with a lone pair

due to the contribution of the resonance structures which place negative charges ortho

and para to the substituent. The reason why there are no resonance contributors with

negative charges on the meta positions is that the ortho and para positions are linearly-

conjugated, while the meta position is cross-conjugated (with respect to the substituent).

Thus, while the meta position is in the same π circuit—and one carbon atom away from

either the ortho or para positions—there is no resonance structure that places the lone

pair of a substituent on the meta position of the benzene ring. The conductivity of

molecules is related to the same underlying physical processes that determine the types

of resonance structures that are permitted for the molecule; however, electrical current

due to a tunneling process need not be described by single charges hopping through

a molecule. Cross-conjugation, whether it be through meta substitution on a benzene

ring, [2–15] or other cyclic [16,17] or acyclic [18,19] structures, results in significantly reduced

electron transport, as destructive interference effects can dominate the low-bias current.

Theoretical models predict that this effect extends to anthracene systems. [20] For these

molecules, instead of having to alter the connectivity to the aromatic system, conjuga-

tion can be controlled by chemically modifying the anthracene moieties; for example,

via redox switching between anthraquinone and anthrahydroquinone [17,21]. More re-

cently, quantum interference effects were observed for photoinduced electron transfer

across linearly- and cross-conjugated acyclic bridges, [22] but to the best of our knowl-

edge, before our contribution, there were only two observations of the influence of cross-

conjugation in tunneling junctions, both of which concluding only that meta contacts

lead to less current passing through a single-molecule junction than para contacts. [14,15]

Another study observed a decrease in the conductance of single-molecule junctions that

are photochemically switched between linear and cross-conjugated states, however the

authors did not ascribe this effect to cross-conjugation or quantum interference. [23]
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2 Quantum Interference in SAMs

2.1.2 EGaIn Top Electrode for Tunneling Junctions

A central challenge for Molecular Electronics (ME) still remains the formation of repro-

ducible electrical contacts to molecules that allow the measurement of current through

individual molecules, i.e., molecular junctions. [24,25] Two common strategies for form-

ing these junctions are: let the molecules define the smallest dimensions in the junction

(i.e., bottom-up) or pre-forming a molecule-sized gap and subsequently populating it

with the molecules (i.e., top-down). The former strategy utilizes a top-contact that is

placed directly on top of pre-formed SAM, while the latter is almost exclusively used

for single-molecule measurements, which are not easily comparable to SAM-based mea-

surements comprising micron-sized areas of molecules. To perform the measurement, a

small drop of EGaIn (< 2 µL) is extruded such that it remains adhered to the end of

the syringe needle subsequently the drop is brought into contact with a sacrificial metal

substrate (which can consist of a corner of the substrate used for the measurement) and

the syringe raised using the piezo (this step can also be done by hand), forming and

hourglass shape that cleaves in the center, leaving a tip attached to the syringe needle

and a drop of EGaIn attached to the sacrificial substrate, see Figure 2.2.

Figure 2.2: Left to right the sequence of the formation of an EGaIn tip. First, a drop is stuck to a
sacrificial substrate, then the syringe is raised slowly, forming an hourglass shape. At a
certain point the hourglass shape snap at the thinnest point, leaving behind an EGaIn
tip and a drop that is discarded. The difference in color between the top and bottom of
the hourglass shapes comes from the reflection of the gold surface.

The speed and the step-size affect the size and shape of the EGaIn tip, but the di-

ameter of the tip is always ∼ 25µm. In our hands, sharper tips not only allow the

formation of smaller junctions, but enable the use of the same tip for multiple junc-

tions, which speeds the acquisition of data, which is particularly important for fragile

SAMs. The more slowly the syringe is withdrawn, the sharper the EGaIn tips, thus the
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2.2 Results and Discussion

piezo affords control and reproducibility that cannot be achieved by hand. It is also

important that there is a visible amount of EGaIn in the barrel of the syringe; as the

syringe runs out, it becomes more difficult to produce long, sharp tips because the angle

of the hourglass shape becomes more obtuse. By doing so I reproducibly form probes

of EGaIn that are ∼ 25 µm in diameter, position them laterally with an adjustable

stage, and bring them into contact with a SAM using a piezo stepper (open-loop, ∼ 5

nm resolution). We chose phenylethynylene-substituted anthracene moieties because

the electronic structure can be synthetically manipulated with relatively minor pertur-

bations to the molecules and the subsequent SAMs. The synthetic manipulation of the

central aromatic ring (by substitutions at the 9 and 10 positions of the anthracene)

allows the direct comparison of different conjugated pathways through the same molec-

ular framework. I measured three different anthracene derivatives, see Figure 2.1, (the

syntheses of which are described elsewhere [21,26]) functionalized at the 2,6 positions

with para-ethynylthiophenols: i) anthracene (AC), which is linearly-conjugated, ii) an-

thraquinone (AQ), which is cross-conjugated, and iii) dihydroanthracene (AH), in which

the conjugation is broken.

2.2 Results and Discussion

I formed SAMs on freshly prepared, thermally evaporated gold on mica (AuM). [27,28]

AuM consists of large islands of atomically flat Au(111) and these islands are separated

by large step-edges and crevices that function as defects that are absent in AuTSsurfaces.

I measured fewer scans per junction and encountered a higher percentage of junctions

that immediately short (20 − 30%, compared to classical measurements of alkanethi-

olates) because of the relative fragility of the SAMs of AC, AQ, and AH (compared

to alkanethiolates) and the possibility that numerous J/V cycles can induce chemical

reactions (e.g., dimerization of AC, redox of AQ, or elimination of H2 from AH). Of

the junctions that did not immediately short, I also observed lower yields of junctions

that did not short during scanning (∼80%) and broader distributions of log|J | than for

junctions of alkanethiols on template stripped metals. Using a piezo stepper to lower

the EGaIn tip to the surface (instead of doing it by hand with a micromanipulator)

enables us to measure these more fragile SAMs, but also introduces lower J , hysteretic

“no-contact” traces. I therefore used an algorithm to filter these traces by defining shorts
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2 Quantum Interference in SAMs

as I/V curves where I > 10 mA (J ≈ 103 A/cm2) at 0.2 V and no-contact traces where

J 6= 0 at 0 V, or in which dI/dV changes sign five or more times during a forward or

reverse trace (i.e., the trace is noisy). An example of collective J/V curves showing

before (global) and after pruning (global pruned) is shown in Figure 2.3.

Figure 2.3: A plot of the raw data from one AC substrate showing the raw data (global, red) and
the data after pruning the data using a custom algorithm (global pruned, green). The
X and Y axes are Potential (V) and Current-Density (A/cm2) respectively.

A junction that shorts either immediately or after several scans will often result in a

filament of EGaIn between the SAM and the tip as it is moved away from the SAM; that

is, shorts are most likely caused by the EGaIn penetrating the SAM and contacting the

AuM substrate. The net effect of all of these factors is that it is much more difficult to

collect large datasets for AC, AQ, and AH than it is for alkanethiolates. The variance

(σ2
log) of the histograms of log|J | is also roughly doubled; ∼ 0.25 − 0.5 log|A/cm2| for

alkanethiolates compared with ∼ 0.5− 1.0 log|A/cm2| for AC, AQ, and AH. I initially

prepared two substrates each for AC, AQ, and AH using Et3N to de-protect the thioac-

etates in situ to form SAMs. Using a combination of ellipsometry and XPS we measured

the thicknesses of the SAMs and found: 25.1 Å for AC, 24.3 Å for AQ, and 19.0 Å for

AH. The predicted (B3LYP/6-311g**) S–S distances are; 24.5, 24.5, and 24.6 Å for AC,

AQ, and AH respectively. (The bent form of AH differs in energy by only 2.04 kcal/mol

is 23.8 Å; see below). These measured values predict, based on thickness, the order of
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2.2 Results and Discussion

conductivities to be AH > AQ > AC, while the minimized values predict no observable

difference.

Our chosen method of preparing SAMs of conjugated molecules produces dense mono-

layers, but leaves a mixture of free thiols and thioacetates at the SAM//Ga2O3—EGaIn

interface. (The procedure for forming and measuring the thicknesses of SAMs of con-

jugated thiolates is presented in detail elsewhere). [29] I measured each substrate by

recording five complete traces on each of 20-40 junctions on each substrate, for a total of

∼ 200 traces each for AC, AQ, and AH after discarding the shorts and no-contact traces.

I then computed the geometric average, J̄ , for each value of V and the standard error,

SE. [30] These data are summarized in Figure 2.4. I initially chose to use the geometric

average because the relatively low number (typical numbers for alkanethiolates are >

1000) of traces makes it difficult to fit Gaussians using least squares fitting algorithms,

resulting in distorted line-shapes of the resulting traces. (And while more complex

statistical analyses are available, [31] their use is not necessary to understand our data

and undermines the simple and straightforward nature of EGaIn measurements). Typi-

cally log|J̄ | and SE are good approximations of µlog and σlog, particularly with smaller

datasets. I also computed the rectification ratio, R, for each value of |V | from each trace

and then computed the arithmetic mean (R is not a normal or log-normal distributed),

R̄. Junctions of EGaIn—Ga2O3//CH3(CH2) nS/AgTS give 1.0 < R̄ < 1.5 and I expect

the same for AC, AQ, and AH because the molecules are symmetrical, but the interfaces

with the electrodes are not. (Thus the voltage drop across the EGaIn—Ga2O3//SAM

interface is presumably greater than the S/AuM interface). The work function of EGaIn

is about −4.3 eV which is in between Au (−5.1 eV) and Ag (−4.7 eV), thus I do not

expect a large change in R̄ moving from AgTS to AuM substrates. I found 1.3 < R̄ < 1.5

for AC, AQ, and AH, supporting the hypothesis that the current is the result of tunnel-

ing through the SAMs and not an artifact of the EGaIn—Ga2O3//SAM interface. The

geometric-averaged J/V data for AC, AH, and AQ, Figure 2.4, show two trends: i) J

for AC is at least ten times higher than AQ and AH, plus ii) the error increases with

decreasing J . The latter trend is most likely because the instrument is less accurate at

low currents (10−2 A/cm2 ≈ 100 nA) and thus the instrument error is superimposed on

the distribution of J that is intrinsic to the SAM. The former trend suggests that the

linear-conjugation of AC makes it more conductive than the broken-conjugation of AH

and the cross-conjugation of AQ. I ascribe this result to the fact that, although both AC
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2 Quantum Interference in SAMs

Figure 2.4: Left axis: plots of the geometric mean of log|J | versus V for AC (dark squares), AQ
(dark circles), AH (dark triangles). Error bars represent the standard error. Right axis:
plots of the rectification ratios for AC (open squares), AQ (open circles), and AH (open
triangles) versus |V | computed from the arithmetic mean of J(+V )/J(−V ) for each
trace. Error bars are computed from the standard error, SEm. These data show that
AC (linear-conjugation) is at least one order of magnitude more conductive than AH
(broken-conjugation) and AQ (cross-conjugation) while AH is slightly more conductive
than AQ, though in some places the error bars overlap, thus I cannot conclude that they
differ significantly from each other.
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2.2 Results and Discussion

(a) V = 0.0 (b) V = 0.1

(c) V = 0.2 (d) V = 0.3

Figure 2.5: Histograms of AC for V = 0.0, 0.1, 0.2, and 0.3 V.

and AQ provide a continuous pathway of p orbitals (i.e., sp2 and sp carbons between

the S anchors) from EGaIn—Ga2O3 to AuM, because the p orbitals of the carbonyl

oxygens are exocyclic, their π bonds are perpendicular to the ring system, creating a

cross-conjugated pathway between the electrodes. In order to gain more insight into

this finding I fit the histograms of log|J | for AC, AQ, and AH for each value of V to a

Gaussian function and plotted µlog versus V . Examples of the histograms for AC, AQ,

and AH comprising 218, 268, and 232 traces respectively are pictured in Figure 2.5, 2.6,

2.7. In some cases the histogram looks incomplete and for clarity I decided to acquire

more scans for AC (782 traces total), the resulting histograms are pictured in Figure

2.8.

These data are plotted together with log|J̄ | in Figure 2.9 (the error bars representing

the variance are omitted for clarity, σ2
log ≈ 1 log|A/cm2| for AC, AQ, and AH). The

histograms of log|J | at V = 0.4 V are shown to the right of the J/V traces. These

fits show the expected agreement between log|J̄ | and µlog for AH and AQ, as well as

the distorted line-shapes induced by the low number of traces. The J/V traces derived

from the values of µlog clearly show that the experiment cannot discern a statistically

significant difference between AH and AQ. The data for AC differ greatly between the
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2 Quantum Interference in SAMs

(a) V = 0.0 (b) V = 0.1

(c) V = 0.2 (d) V = 0.3

Figure 2.6: Histograms of AQ for V = 0.0, 0.1, 0.2, and 0.3 V.

(a) V = 0.0 (b) V = 0.1

(c) V = 0.2 (d) V = 0.3

Figure 2.7: Histograms of AH for V = 0.0, 0.1, 0.2, and 0.3 V.
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2.2 Results and Discussion

(a) V = 0.0 (b) V = 0.1

(c) V = 0.2 (d) V = 0.3

Figure 2.8: Histograms of AC for V = 0.0, 0.1, 0.2, and 0.3 V including the additional two sub-
strates.

geometric average and Gaussian fits, with the latter giving values of J that about one

order of magnitude higher. The reason for this discrepancy can be seen in the histogram

for AC at V = 0.4 V (see Figure 2.9). The data form a truncated Gaussian, the fit

for which predicts values of µlog that are about one order of magnitude higher than

log|J̄ | (and are higher even than the maximum measured value of J). To address this

discrepancy, I measured AC twice more (i.e., two substrates each, on two separate days,

several weeks later, from freshly-prepared AuM and solutions of AC) and the resulting

histogram (Figure 2.8) did not change apart from the total number of counts; log|J̄ | did

not change, nor did µlog. These results suggest that this histogram reflects the tunneling

properties of AC, which are converging on µlog. I hypothesize that the data are being

truncated by J0 for this system which means that, although the peak conductance of AC

is very close to that of the EGaIn—Ga2O3//AC interface, I am still able to observe it

by virtue of the fact that the data are distributed log-normal. This cropping is evident

through the entire range of V but is more obvious at higher voltages. The values of

log|J̄ |, which agree very well with those of µlog for AQ and AH, diverge for AC because

they are weighted by the lack of high values of J . Nevertheless, both the geometric
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2 Quantum Interference in SAMs

Figure 2.9: Left: plots of the geometric mean (lines) and Gaussian (µlog) mean (symbols) of log|J |
versus V for AC (solid line; squares), AH (dotted line; triangles), and AQ (dashed line;
circles). Right: plots of the normalized histograms of log|J | at 0.4 V and the Gaussian
fits for AC (top; solid line), AH (center; dotted line), and AQ (bottom; dashed line). The
value of the geometric mean of log|J | is indicated with a solid arrow and n is the total
number of traces. These data reveal no appreciable difference between the geometric
and Gaussian means for AH and AQ and clearly show that I cannot make a meaningful
distinction between AH and AQ. The data for AC, however, form a truncated Gaussian
distribution such that the Gaussian mean is more than an order or magnitude higher
than the geometric mean. In either case, AC is clearly more conductive than either AH
or AQ.
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2.2 Results and Discussion

average and Gaussian data clearly show that AC is more conductive than either AH or

AQ. The only ambiguity is the magnitude of this difference: geometric-averaged values

of J for AC are ∼ 101 A/cm2 larger than AH and AQ, while Gaussian-derived values of

J are ∼ 102 A/cm2 larger.

2.2.1 Transport Calculations

The work described in this section was performed by prof. dr. Gemma Solomon in collab-

oration with us. Assumptions need to be made when comparing single molecule trans-

port calculations with experimental large-area charge-transport studies. The atomic

structure of the SAM//Ga2O3—EGaIn interface is unknown, so the problem is further

simplified by considering the individual molecules chemisorbed between two Au elec-

trodes. The structures of the isolated AC, AQ and AH molecules were optimized (with

terminal thiol groups) using Qchem [32] (DFT, B3LYP/6-311g**) and then chemisorbed

them on the FCC hollow sites of two Au electrodes with a binding distance taken from

the literature. [33] The minimized structure for AH is a bent conformation 2.04 kcal/mol

lower in energy than the planar conformation. Both conformations were included in the

transport calculations as this energy difference indicates that both conformations would

be present at room temperature and we cannot predict which is dominant in the SAM.

The transport were calculated using gDFTB [34–38] with no gold atoms included in the

extended molecule. We integrated the bias-dependent transmission through the system

over an energy window, the size of which is controlled by the magnitude of the applied

bias, in order to obtain the current through the system. As the molecules are symmet-

rically bound to the two electrodes in the transport calculations, we assume that the

applied bias drops symmetrically across the junction—a further difference with EGaIn.

From transmission probability I/V curves can be extracted. These results are shown in

Figure 2.10, clearly reproducing the experimental finding that AC is significantly more

conductive than AQ or either conformation of AH. It is interesting to note that the

transport through the bent conformation of AH is actually higher than that through

the planar conformation. The opposite trend would generally be expected for a pre-

dominantly conjugated molecule because deviations from planarity decrease electronic

coupling. For AH, however, modulating the σ/hyperconjugative coupling with bending

has a different effect and evidently the same “rules of thumb” do not apply. In any case,

the difference between the two conformations is minimal. The transport calculations
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appear to suggest that the magnitude of the current through AQ and AH should be

clearly distinguishable, with AQ exhibiting higher levels of transport and thus higher

measured values of J . In this sense, the calculations and experiment are in agreement:

AC is more conductive than AH and AQ, but the differences between AQ and AH cannot

necessarily be resolved. The predicted difference between AC and AQ (i.e., between the

most and least conductive molecules) is 102, which agrees perfectly with the values of J

derived from the Gaussian fits (Figure 2.9), but is one order of magnitude larger than

the geometric-average values of J . While care must be exercised when comparing these

theoretical predictions to experimental data, this result strengthens the hypothesis that

the Gaussian fits for the truncated histograms of log|J | are indeed correct in that they

reflect the physical and electronic properties of AC.

The qualitative agreement between theory and experiment also suggests that inter-

actions within the monolayer may not significantly influence the observed transport

properties. In the transport measurements of densely packed monolayers, it is always

possible that favorable transport pathways exist where current flows through multiple

molecules connected by “through-space” [39] interactions in the monolayer. Recently,

it was suggested that intermolecular interactions influenced the transport properties of

alkanethiol monolayers on the basis of simulated inelastic electron tunneling spectra. [40]

In molecules such as AQ and AH, where the coupling between large conjugated units

is disrupted by small elements in the central part of the anthracene, it is plausible that

current could flow through the monolayer by tunneling from one side of one molecule

to the other side of a neighbor, possibly with similar ease to passing through a single

molecule if π-stacking interactions were significant. While this scenario cannot be ruled

out on the basis of these experiments, the qualitative agreement with single molecule

transport calculations would tend to suggest that “through-bond” transport dominates.
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Figure 2.10: Top: The transmission curves as a function of energy. Bottom: current as a function
of voltage.The three systems, AC, AQ, AH in the linear conformation, and AH in the
bent conformation, shown as dot-dash, dashed, solid, and dotted lines respectively.
The currents were calculated by integrating the transmission over increasing windows
of bias.
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2.3 Conclusions

I have successfully demonstrated that EGaIn can be used as a top-contact for tunneling

junctions comprising SAMs of highly conjugated molecules and differentiate molecules

with broken-conjugation, cross-conjugation, and linear-conjugation even though they are

of approximately the same length. The calculated transport properties agree qualita-

tively, in fact AC (linear-conjugation) is significantly more conductive than AQ (cross-

conjugated) and AH (broken-conjugation). While I was able to easily and rapidly collect

statistically-significant amounts of data on (chemically) fragile SAMs under ambient con-

ditions, the data appear to be limited by the conductivity of the EGaIn—Ga2O3//SAM

interface. This limit is evident in the histograms of log|J |, which are truncated at

∼ 101 A/cm2 at 0.4 V, a value for J0 that has been estimated by two other studies of

EGaIn tunneling junctions. [41,42] However gaussian fits of these histograms predict mean

values of J that are higher than the maximum measured (and average) values of J , but

agree perfectly with the values predicted by our transport calculations. These results

highlight the importance of the Ga2O3 layer in EGaIn measurements; it simultaneously

enables the simple, rapid measurement of myriad different types of SAMs on different

substrates, but limits the conductivity of the molecules that can currently be measured.

2.3.1 Recent Contribution of QI after our publication

In the last two years several experimental works regarding quantum interference and

anthraquinone molecular junctions appear in literature. Quantum interference is of

particular relevance to molecular electronics because it could be used to control the

operation of molecular devices at the wave function level. Guedon et al., almost simul-

taneously with us, measured the same three molecules with a conductive probe finding

similar results. Between the three molecule studied in this chapter, the anthraquinone

have garnered much attention. Darwish et al. reported electrochemical studies on

single-molecule switch anthraquinone molecular bridge with a conductance on/off ratio

of an order of magnitude. This magnitude, which is attributed to destructive QI ef-

fects operating in the AQ form. The AQ moiety can be electrochemically switched in

situ between the high-conducting H2AQ system and the low-conducting AQ system. [43]

Darwish et al. also used the bridge molecule into an STM break-junction with similar

finding. Different approach was used by Vazquez et al. who investigate the conduc-
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tance superposition law for parallel components in single-molecule circuits, particularly

the role of interference. [44] Kaliginedi et al. measured a series of molecules by STM-BJ

and MCBJ (mechanically controlled break junction) among which anthraquinone and

dihydroanthracene were present. [45] Similarly to the others the authors found that the

introduction of a cross-conjugated anthraquinone or a dihydroanthracene central unit

results in lower conductance values, which are attributed to a destructive quantum in-

terference phenomenon for the former and a broken π-conjugation for the latter. Arroyo

et al. using MCBJ studied the effect of quantum interference through a single benzene

ring by having para and meta substituents finding that meta-coupled benzene is more

then one order of magnitude less conductive then the para-coupled. [46] By considering

the conductive probe AFM technique a few-to-single molecule technique then EGaIn

is the real only large-area techniques so far which demonstrate quantum interference

effect in SAMs. Furthermore MCBJ and STM-BJ have the molecules in solution, thus

there are great uncertainties in the binding mode. The good agreement between single

molecule calculations and experimental work done by different laboratories using differ-

ent techniques is a strong proof that this effect is real and by no chance an artifacts of

the experiments.
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3
The Influence of an Atom in EGaIn/Ga2O3 Tunneling

Junctions Comprising Self-Assembled Monolayers

3.1 Introduction

In this chapter I describe the measurement of current-densities, J , arising from the

tunneling of charges through junctions comprising self-assembled monolayers (SAMs)

on template-stripped [1] gold substrates AuTS using EGa-In, as previously described,

as conformal top contact. In Chapter 2 we changed the conjugation pattern of fully

conjugated molecules. In this chapter I will instead describe two homologous series of

oligo(phenylene)s, Scheme 3.1, bearing alkylthiol tails. One series is terminated with

phenyl groups (Ph-SAMs) whereas the others terminated with 4-pyridyl groups (Py-

SAMs). Thus, these two series of SAMs vary only by the substitution of C-H for N. I

know from previous work that changing the head-group in the case of alkanethiols SAMs

does not result in a substantial difference in J . [2] Research in Molecular Electronics

(ME) often seeks both to elucidate the mechanisms by which charges flow across electri-

cal junctions bridged by individual molecules and to construct electronic devices where

molecules act as the active component. [3] The latter goal also represents a challenge of

nanotechnology, making SAMs particularly useful because they are capable of defining

the smallest dimension of a device by self-assembling onto the “bottom” electrode. [4]

∗ The content in this chapter were published in Journal of Physical Chemistry C, American Chemical
Society.(10.1021/jp401703p) I would like to thank Mutlu I. Muglali, Michael Rohwerder, and Andreas
Terfort for providing the molecules and useful discussions.
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The minutia of their structure also become important handles for manipulating tunnel-

ing currents, if they can be successfully incorporated into devices. An open question in

ME is how—or if—the molecules in a tunneling junction modulate the transport prop-

erties of the junction. [5] The ease of the formation of tunneling junctions using EGaIn

has led to the rapid buildup of large sets of data from SAMs of disparate molecules

from which a seeming contradiction has arisen; it has been unambiguously established

that the SAM dominates charge transport in EGaIn/Ga2O3//SAM/metal junctions, [6]

while at the same time these junctions are completely insensitive to the inclusion of

amides [7] and to a wide variety of head-groups at the SAM//Ga2O3 interface. [8] It

has even been suggested that the transport properties of EGaIn/Ga2O3//SAM/metal

junctions are dominated by the offset between the Fermi energy of the metal and the

valence/conduction bands of Ga2O3, reducing the role of the SAM to a dielectric spacer

layer. [9] It would seem, therefore, that the role of the SAM in charge transport has

not yet been unambiguously determined; however, despite the layer of Ga2O3, EGaIn

is sensitive enough to resolve the odd-even effect in SAMs of alkanethiolates, [10] rec-

tification in SAMs incorporating ferrocene, [11–13] different torsional angles in biphenyl

moieties, [14] and quantum interference (i.e., the influence of conjugation patterns) in

SAMs incorporating anthracene moieties. [15] Closer inspection of the SAMs in these

studies reveals that, in the cases in which the conductance properties—or phenomenon

such as rectification—are clearly modulated by the SAM, the molecules are (at least

partially) conjugated, which places the HOMO of the molecule relatively close to the

Fermi energy of the bottom electrode. In cases in which the conductance properties are

independent of the structure of the SAM, the molecules are (mostly) aliphatic, plac-

ing the HOMO much further from the Fermi energy and possibly promoting transport

through the LUMO. In these cases, it is reasonable to assume that either the valence or

conduction band of the Ga2O3 is the state closest in energy to the Fermi energy of the

electrode, thus it is this coupling, modulated by the tunneling distance (i.e., the thick-

ness of the SAM), that dominates the conductance properties. In the current chapter I

investigate the conductance properties of two nearly identical series of SAMs, Scheme

3.1, that differ by only a single atom (N to C-H).
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Figure 3.1: Left: Ph-SAM, Right: Py-SAM; P stand for phenylene and the number (1-3) indicate
the number of methylene(s) spacer between the sulphur and the first phenylene. In the
case of the Py-SAMs Py indicate the pyridine unit.

3.1.1 SAMs of Oligoarylene-alkanethiolates

The Ph-SAM series belongs to the particularly well-characterized series of oligo(phenylene)-

alkanethiols known to form high-quality SAMs, the compactness of which rival that of

alkanethiols. [16] Similar to SAMs of alkanethiolates, SAMs of oligo(phenylene)-alkanethiols

show a pronounced odd-even effect (with respect to the alkane portion), which has a

strong impact on the tilt angle and the structure of the SAM. [17–20] The torsional angle

of oligo(phenylene)s is much smaller in the solid phase than in solution, and can vary

widely with packing in the solid state due to intermolecular interaction. [21] In SAMs

of oligo(phenylene)s this angle is not expected to vary significantly with the number of

phenyl rings, however, in oligo(phenylene)-alkanethiols, the odd-even effect can manifest

as a significant (six-fold) change in torsional angle. [22] This property makes the Ph-SAM

series particularly interesting to study using EGaIn, as the changing torsional angle is

known to affect the HOMO level of the molecules in the SAM, which is electronically

decoupled from the AuTS by the alkane spacer (i.e., it should not be broadened signif-

icantly by the gold electrode). An open question in EGaIn-based junctions is how the

EGaIn couples via the Ga2O3 layer to the SAM; evidence suggests weak coupling. [8,23]

Strong coupling would theoretically broaden the levels in the SAM, reducing the ef-

fects on conductance simply to length dependance, while weak coupling—the expected

outcome—would likely be more sensitive to small changes in the relative positions of the

HOMOs. The Py-SAM series is well-characterized and shares many of the same struc-

tural features as the Ph-SAM series. [24–26] Pyridines terminated SAMs have been used
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in several applications for their ligand properties. The odd-even effect in the Py-SAM

series, however, differs from that of the Ph-SAMs in two important ways; i) the effect on

the tilt angle is more pronounced and ii) the effect on the torsional angle is apparently

subdued. [25] The first point is important because the lone pair of the nitrogens points

towards the EGaIn electrode in SAMs of PyP1, PyPP1, and PyPP3, but not PyPP2.

Here, strong electronic coupling between the SAMs and EGaIn would be expected to

lead to a deviation from simple length dependence, while weak coupling would remove

any significant influence from the orientation of the lone pairs. The second point is of

interest because of dependence of the HOMO levels of oligo(arylene)s on torsion angle.

The conjugated portions of the Ph-SAM and Py-SAM series are isolated from the AuTS

by alkane chains, but if the Ga2O3 layer also isolates them from the bulk Ga-In, then

one would expect a deviation from length dependence for the Ph-SAM series, but not

for the Py-SAM series; i.e., the effect of the torsional angle on the relative HOMO levels

should only be apparent when they are sufficiently decoupled from EGaIn. Grave et al.

observed a ten-fold difference in conductivity for SAMs in Hg bilayer junctions compris-

ing oligo(arylenes) with different torsional angles, however their effect on conductance

could not be fully disentangled from the 0.5 eV difference in HOMO levels induced by

the inclusion of several nitrogen atoms. [27] The Ph-SAM and Py-SAM series, by con-

trast, separate the influence of the heteroatom from the torsional angle by offering two

series (as opposed to molecules) of molecules against which to compare.

3.2 Conductance Length Dependence

Similar to what I described in chapter 2, I measured the conductances of the Ph-SAM

and Py-SAM series by stretching small drops of EGaIn into sharp tips, applying them to

the surface of each SAM and sweeping them through a range of voltages (±0.4 V for the

Py-SAMs and ±0.7 V for the Ph-SAMs). I used AuTS for the Ph-SAMs and Py-SAMs

instead of gold-on-mica. In addition, these SAMs were robust enough that I did not

have to exclude any aberrant J/V traces arising from defects, only a few shorts (i.e.,

the Ohmic traces resulting from a junction failing after several scans). In that respect,

these SAMs behave much more like SAMs of alkanethiolates, i.e., the yield of working

junction is > 90%, and I was therefore able to treat the data similarly. [10] I chose

to analyze the data sets using geometric averages rather than Gaussian fits because
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3.2 Conductance Length Dependence

the raw conductance data for Py1, PP1, and PyP1 were for some biases bi-modal.

Figure 3.2 shows a comparison of the values of J derived from geometric averages and

Gaussian fits, only Py1, PP1, and PyP1 differ substantially. I could have chosen to fit

the tallest Gaussians from these SAMs, but without a detailed understanding of the

physical meaning of the bi-modality it is more reasonable to use geometric averages,

which include the entire distribution of J values, weighted according to frequency. Thus

the geometric average values of J are slightly higher for Py1 and PyP1 and slightly lower

for PP1 than the Gaussian values.
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Figure 3.2: Plots of the values of J at 100 mV for the Ph-SAM (red, bottom axis) and Py-SAM
(blue, top axis) series from Gaussian fits (squares) and geometric means (circles). This
color scheme is used throughout this chapter.

I formed SAMs from each of the molecules in Scheme 3.1 by immersing AuTS sub-

strates in 20 µM solutions in ethanol at room temperature for 24 hours. The resulting

J/V traces are shown in Figure 3.3. Table 3.1 is a summary of the number of traces and

the percentage of junctions that shorted for each SAM. I calculated this percentage from

the number of junctions that shorted during a measurement, however, since I collected

an average of five scans per junction, these yields can be described as the percentage of

junctions that shorted within approximately five scans. That is why two SAMs, PyPP1

and PyPP2, exhibit 0% shorts. Statistics in ME is very often underestimated if not

omitted completely from scientific reports, which unfortunately does not give a clear

picture of the system under investigation and reduces its impact for applications.
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SAMs number of traces % of junctions that shorted
P1 420 7%

PP1 1460 4%
PPP1 1200 16%
PPP2 1402 5%
PPP3 870 6%
Py1 1040 3%

PyP1 1010 3%
PyPP1 760 0%
PyPP2 750 0%
PyPP3 1340 4%

Table 3.1: Number of traces acquired and the % of shorted junctions for the Ph-SAM and Py-SAM
series

In Figure 3.3 the Ph-SAM series is represented by red traces and the Py-SAM by blue

traces (this color scheme is used throughout this chapter). The symbols correspond to

the equivalent SAM in each series (e.g., PPP1 and PyPP1). The conductances of the

two series of SAMs significantly overlap and without prior knowledge of which trace

belonged to which SAM, they could not be unambiguously distinguished without either

further experiments or a deeper analysis of the data. This is an important point, as

it demonstrates that the shift in the relative HOMO levels induced by the inclusion of

a nitrogen atom is not sufficient to separate the Py-SAMs from the Ph-SAMs simply

by inspecting the J/V data. The trends within each series also differ; Py1 > PyP1 >

PyPP1 > PyPP2 > PyPP3, but P1 > PP1 > PPP2 > PPP1 > PPP3. I expected

the conductance to depend both on the length of the molecules and on their respective

HOMO levels (because they are closer to the Fermi levels of Au and EGaIn than the

LUMO levels), but I found that the calculated energies of the minimized structures

follow the lengths (see Figure 3.4).

Therefore, the overall trend should be decreasing conductance with length, but that

decrease should not be as uniform as it is with SAMs of alkanethiolates if the HOMOs

of the SAMs affect the transport properties. The Py-SAMs behaves in this manner;

by looking closer at Figure 3.4 I notice that the conductance drops in two large steps,

one between Py1 and PyP1 and one between PyPP1 and PyPP2. There are also two

significantly smaller steps between PyPP1 and PyPP2 and between PyPP2 and PyPP3.
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Figure 3.3: Plots of log current-density versus voltage for the two series Ph-SAMs (red) and Py-
SAMs (blue); P1/Py1 (squares), PP1/PyP1 (triangle down), PPP1/PyPP1 (triangle
up), PPP2/PyPP2 (circle), and PPP3/PyPP3 (diamond). Values of log J at V = 0 are
omitted for clarity. The error bars are variances. The two different series of SAMS are
almost indistinguishable except that Py1 is the most conductive and PPP3 is the least
conductive. The trends within each series also differ; e.g., PPP2 is more conductive
than PPP1, while PyPP2 is less conductive than PyPP1.
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Figure 3.4: Plots of the calculated energies of the HOMOs (left axis) of the Ph-SAM (red squares)
and Py-SAM (blue circles) versus XPS-derived molecular lengths. The dotted and dashed
lines (right axis) are the fits to J = J0e

−βd from Figure 3.6.
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The change in conductivity in the Ph-SAM series, however, is almost uniform except

that PPP1 and PPP2 are reversed with respect to PyPP1 and PyPP2 (i.e., PPP2 >

PPP1, but PyPP1 > PyPP2) and with respect to length dependence. Taken together,

the conductance data for the Py-SAM and Ph-SAM series do not follow an obvious

trend. The conductance result could be describe as a sort of superposition of length and

molecular levels.

3.2.1 Beta Value Calculations

According to Simmons’ approximation, when the effects of image charges are excluded,

J as a function of the width of the junction, d, follows Equation 3.1, where β is the

characteristic tunneling decay and J0 is the theoretical value of J when d = 0. [28]

J = J0e
−dβ (3.1)

The parameter β is often used to “validate” a particular method for constructing tun-

neling junctions (while J0 varies widely and is not reported as often as β). Detailed statis-

tical analyses of EGaIn/Ga2O3 junctions show that β ≈ 1 n−1C (i.e., per methylene unit;

0.8 Å–1) at 200-500 mV for SAMs of alkanethiolates, [29] which is in good agreement with

literature values from other experimental techniques. [10,30–32] Conjugated molecules, ow-

ing to their increased polarizability (i.e., delocalized electrons) and HOMO/LUMO levels

that are closer to the Fermi level of the metal electrodes, yield lower values of β; values

as low as 0.2 Å–1 have been reported for SAMs of oligo(phenylene)s using PEDOT:PSS

as a top contact [33] and high as 0.61 Å–1 in a bilayer with hexadecanethiol using Hg. [34]

Ishida et al. measured the Ph-SAM series using conducting probe AFM (CP-AFM),

but they did not report a value for β for the entire series. [35] Instead, they calculated

β for the phenylene units (P1, PP1, and PPP1) and methylene units (PPP1, PPP2,

and PPP3) separately, giving values of ∼ 0.5 and ∼ 1.2 Å–1 respectively. The reason

for separating the values was an unexpectedly sharp increase in resistance at PPP2.

They ascribe this increase to the localization of the HOMO density at the center phenyl

ring (using MOPAC/AM1 calculations), however, they reached this conclusion using

the minimized structures, not the more planar conformations that are adopted in SAMs

(conformation which is determined by surface characterization, i.e., they ignored the

effects of solid-state packing on torsional angles). The B3LYP/DFT calculations show
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3.2 Conductance Length Dependence

that the HOMO density is spread evenly over the phenylene rings, see Figure 3.5. To

the best of my knowledge, no tunneling junctions comprising any of the Py-SAMs have

been reported, thus some assumption must be made.

P1

PP1

PPP1

PPP2

PPP3

Py1

PyP1

PyPP1

PyPP2

PyPP3

Figure 3.5: DFT calculations of the Ph-SAM series (left) and Py-SAM series (right) showing the
even distribution of the density of the HOMO orbitals.

Figure 3.6 is a β plot representing values of J at 100 mV (taken from Figure 3.3) versus

length for the Py-SAM and Ph-SAM series. I used values for the layer thickness derived

from XPS data for molecular lengths because, with the exception of PPP2 and PyPP2,

the molecules pack with the oligoarylene portions perpendicular to the substrate. [24,25]

The XPS-derived values are also ∼ 3% larger than the end-to-end distances predicted

by AM1 minimization for every SAM except PPP2 and PyPP2. Thus, assuming that

the tunneling pathway follows the backbones of the molecules in the SAMs, these values

are more reasonable than using estimated lengths. Due to the increased tilt angle, the

theoretical lengths are longer than the XPS-derived values for PPP2 and PyPP2; those

values are plotted as an open square and open circle respectively. Fits to Equation

3.1 yielded J0 = 1.18 ± 1.44 A/cm2 and β = 0.44 ± 0.04 Å–1 for the Ph-SAM series

and J0 = 2.46 ± 3.00 A/cm2 and β = 0.42 ± 0.08 Å–1 for the Py-SAM series. β

values are significantly higher than the lowest values reported for oligo(phenylene)s and

significantly lower than the values for alkanethiolates using EGaIn/Ga2O3. The fact that

they are within 10% of each other is a reflection of the structural and electronic similarity

and is evidence that one is not electronically coupled to EGaIn/Ga2O3 differently than

the other. These two β values are, however, not statistically different from each other,
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3 Dipole Moments and Transition Voltages

in fact the two linear fit fall between the 95% confidence bands, see Figure 3.7, and

therefore β cannot be used to distinguish the two series of SAMs.
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Figure 3.6: Plots of log J at 100 mV versus molecular length (derived from XPS data) for the Ph-
SAM series (red squares) and the Py-SAM series (blue circles). The offset in the X-axis
between the two series reflects the 1.1 Å added by the C-H bond in the Ph-SAM series.
The fits shown with dashed lines correspond to J0 = 1.18 A/cm2 and β = 0.44 Å–1

(R2 = 0.97) for the Ph-SAM series and J0 = 2.46 A/cm2 and β = 0.42 Å–1 (R2 = 0.87)
for the Py-SAM series. When PPP2 is omitted (i.e., only the SAMs with odd-numbered
carbons are plotted; dotted line) J0 = 1.45 A/cm2 and β = 0.47 Å–1 (R2 = 0.98).
For comparison, the same fit for the Py-SAM series (i.e., omitting PyPP2; dotted line)
yields J0 = 2.35 A/cm2 and β = 0.40 Å–1 (R2 = 0.90). The open circle and open
square are the theoretical lengths for PyPP2 and PPP2, respectively, which are larger
than the XPS-derived values due to the increased tilt angle as compared to the SAMs
with odd-numbered alkane spacers.

Values of J0 are more difficult to compare, as they are not frequently reported. Reus

et al. derived values of J0 of ∼ 102 A/cm2 from plots of log J versus n−1C for SAMs

of alkanethiolates using EGaIn/Ga2O3. [29] Kim et al. determined R0 (the theoretical

resistance at d = 0) from the Y-intercept of plots of length (in Å) versus resistance for

series of mono- and di-thiol acenes using CP-AFM. [36] While not directly comparable

to our results, they found that R0 was ∼ 10x larger for monothiols than for dithiols,

and that R0 decreased as a function of increasing work function of the electrode. They

concluded that R0 (or, analogously, J0) is sensitive to the degree of electronic coupling

of the SAM to the electrodes; physisorbed contacts gave higher values of R0 (lower

values of J0) than chemisorbed contacts. From these results, I conclude that the values
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Figure 3.7: The same data as in Figure 2 from the main text, plotted with 99% confidence bands,
showing that the two vales of β are within the confidence limit and are therefore statis-
tically indistinguishable.

of J0 for the Ph-SAM and Py-SAM series are reasonable (i.e., compared to SAMs of

alkanethiolates using EGaIn/Ga2O3) and more importantly that the nitrogen lone pairs

of the Py-SAM series do not significantly affect the electronic coupling of the SAM to

EGaIn/Ga2O3 as compared to the Ph-SAM series. It could have been possible that the

nitrogen coupling was better, resulting in a overall better interface, however, our results

as well as the report from Yoon et al. found no difference in conductance between many

head groups (including between phenyl and pyridyl). [8]

In order to compare our results to those of Ishida et al., [35] I fit the aryl and alkyl

portions to Equation 3.1 separately (using theoretical molecular lengths) [35]. The results

are listed in the aryl and alkyl entries of Table 3.2 and show that, for both SAMs, β was

higher for the alkyl portion than the aryl portion. The value of β for the aryl portion

of the Ph-SAMs series is in good agreement with Ishida et al., but the Py-SAM series

yielded a significantly smaller value of β. For both series of SAMs, I observed a larger

value of β for the alkyl portion. Unfortunately the error associated with J0 was too high

to produce a reasonable value for the alkyl fits. The value of β for the alkane portion

of the Ph-SAM series is roughly half of the value measured by Ishidia et al., but their

value was also higher than expected. In fact, they made two interesting observations

that may be explained by our data and in light of the more complete structural picture
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3 Dipole Moments and Transition Voltages

of oligo(phenylene)-alkane SAMs that has emerged in the past decade; i) in contrast to

the other SAMs in the Ph-SAM series, the resistance of the SAMs of PPP2 increased as

a function of load applied by the AFM tip and ii) the resistance increased dramatically

and unexpectedly between PPP1 and PPP2. The first observation makes sense if the

odd-even effect is taken into account; applying pressure to the SAMs with odd numbers

of methylenes compresses the alkyl portion and presses the aryl groups closer to the gold

substrate, reducing the tunneling distance. Due to the increased tilt angle, pressing on

PPP2 distorts the sigma framework of the molecules in the SAMs by bending (rather

than compressing) the alkane spacers, which hinders tunneling down the backbone. [18]

Though I cannot explain the magnitude of the change, the second observation fits with

our observation that the decreased torsional angles of the Ph-SAMs with odd numbers of

methylenes leads to lower values of J (i.e., higher resistance). While the values of β for

the aryl portions of the Ph-SAM and Py-SAM series are within the ranges of literature

values (0.20− 0.61 Å–1), the values for the alkyl portions are lower than what has been

reported for EGaIn/Ga2O3 on AgTS substrates (0.8 Å–1); however, there are too many

variables between SAMs of alkanethiolates and the alkyl portion of the Ph-SAM and

Py-SAM series to expect perfect agreement (e.g., they pack completely differently).

Table 3.2: Values of β and J0 for Subsets and Combinations of the Ph-SAM and Py-SAM Series

Trend Molecules β (Å–1) J0 (A/cm2)
Full series Ph-SAM 0.44± 0.04 1.18± 1.44

Py-SAM 0.42± 0.08 2.46± 3.00
Odd only P1, PP1, PPP1, PPP3 0.47± 0.04 1.45± 1.43

Py1, PyP1, PyPP1, PyPP3 0.40± 0.07 2.35± 2.77
Aryl P1, PP1, PPP1 0.46± 0.07 1.32± 1.85

Py1, PyP1, PyPP1 0.32± 0.17 1.11± 6.00
Alkyl PPP1, PPP2, PPP3 0.56± 0.41 n.d.

PyPP1, PyPP2, PyPPP3 0.36± 0.41 n.d.

To examine the influence of the odd-even effect, I fit the Ph-SAM and Py-SAM series

to Equation 3.1 omitting PPP2 and PyPP2 (the fits are shown as dotted lines in Figure

3.6 and summarized in Table 3.2). From these fits I obtained, J0 = 1.43±1.43 A/cm2 and

β = 0.47±0.04 Å–1 for the Ph-SAM series and J0 = 2.35±2.77 A/cm2 and β = 0.40±0.07

Å–1 for the Py-SAM series, meaning that β and J0 increased for the Ph-SAM series and
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decreased for the Py-SAM series. Numerically, the reason for these opposing trends is

clear; the data for the Py-SAM series in Figure 3.6 are distributed around the linear

fit and have larger variances than the data for the Ph-SAMs, which lie almost directly

on the fit, except PPP2. I interpret these differences as further evidence that the odd-

even effect influences the two series differently. Namely, that the increased tilt-angles

for PPP2 and PyPP2 change the orientation of the head groups at the EGaIn/Ga2O3

interface, but that the change in torsional angle—which is more pronounced in the Ph-

SAM series—adds the additional influence of the commensurate change to the energy of

the HOMO. The differences in the length dependent measurements between the Ph-SAM

series and the Py-SAM series are small, but detectible with EGaIn. They arise from

the amplification of the influence of the change from C to N induced by packing into a

SAM; namely, the odd-even effect influences the torsional angles differently. From these

data alone, however, the two series could not be distinguished without prior knowledge

of what was being measured. I demonstrated that EGaIn is sensitive enough to detect

minor differences in parameters such as β and J0, but not that it is sensitive enough to

actually differentiate the two series. This type of sensitivity requires that EGaIn be able

to differentiate subtle differences in the positions of the HOMO (or LUMO) energies with

respect to the Fermi level(s) of the electrode(s). Conductance data alone suffer from the

same problem encountered by Grave et al.—that these differences are intertwined with

other structural parameters (i.e., length dependence and torsional angles.) However, it

is clear from these results that even subtle differences in the structure of the SAM affect

the transport properties of the junctions. Our studies further emphasize the importance

of well characterized SAMs, since deep information about packing, torsional angle, tilt

angles and so on are essential to make strong conclusions.

3.2.2 Transition Voltages

The J/V traces, i.e., conductance is not the only information that can be achieved. In

addition to the magnitude of J and the values of β, and J0, J/V curves can provide indi-

rect information about the relative positions of the accessible electronic states of the Ph-

and Py-SAMs via the transition voltage, Vtrans, which is derived either from inflection

points in log− log I/V plots or the minima of plots of ln(I/V 2) versus 1/V (i.e., Fowler-

Nordheim plots) of each SAM. Also called transition voltage spectroscopy (TVS), values

of Vtrans were first compared in SAMs by Beebe et al. [37,38] as a method for measuring
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φ (the barrier height) in metal-molecule-metal (MMM) junctions. Though the initial

interpretation of Vtrans as a transition to Fowler-Nordheim tunneling was challenged by

Huisman et al. [39], the simplicity of TVS has piqued the interest of both theorists and

experimentalists working with MMM junctions. [36,40–47] Experimental data for aliphatic

and conjugated SAMs from crossed-wire and CP-AFM measurements have shown that

(above a certain length) Vtrans is independent of length for alkanethiols, but not for

oligo(phenyleneethynylene) (OPE) thiols and that Vtrans is sensitive to the work func-

tion of the substrate/CP-AFM tip for OPE thiols. [38] These data imply that Vtrans is

sensitive to the difference between the work function of the metal, Φ, and the energy

of the frontier orbital closest in energy to Φ (EHOMO for OPEs). A followup study

found a linear dependence of Vtrans on the difference between the Fermi energy of the

substrate/CP-AFM tip, Ef , and the onset of EHOMO for oligo(acenes) as determined by

the divergence between the UPS spectra of the bare metal and the metal supporting a

SAM of the oligo(acene). [36] Combined with theoretical studies, there is growing evidence

that Vtrans is directly related to Ef−Eorbital (where orbital is either HOMO or LUMO).

A recent study by Ricœur et al. measured Vtrans in a variety of alkane-based monolayers

with CP-AFM, Hg drops, EGaIn, and vacuum-deposited Al. [9] They found that, within

(in some cases a rather substantial) error, EGaIn, Hg, and Al always produced values

of −0.3 < Vtrans < 0.3 whereas CP-AFM produced values of −1.3 < Vtrans < 1.3.

The authors describe this discrepancy to the presence of an oxide in EGaIn, Hg, and

Al, suggesting that Vtrans was related to the difference between ELUMO and the con-

duction bands of the oxides present on these electrodes. This interpretation assumes a

lot of similarities between native Ga2O3, HgO, and Al2O3, despite the unique nature

of EGaIn/Ga2O3; [23,48] however, their data do clearly show consistently lower values of

Vtrans for EGaIn than CP-AFM measurements. Thus, the Ph-SAM and Py-SAM series

provide a perfect opportunity to probe how sensitive Vtrans is to electronic structure.

Based on the assumption by Ricœur et al. if Vtrans is only a measure of the offset be-

tween ΦAu and Ga2O3, in our case both the Ph-SAM and Py-SAM series should yield

values of Vtrans ∼ 0.3 V and TVS should be even less effective at differentiating the two

series than the conductance/length dependence data.

I calculated Vtrans(+) by re-plotting the raw I/V data as ln(I/V 2) versus 1/V and

determining the minimum for positive biases and made histograms of these values for

each SAM, histograms fitted to Gaussian distribution. Two examples of distribution of
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Vtrans(+) are represented in Figure 3.8. As above mentioned the Vtrans is determine

from the minimum, as is shown in Figure 3.9.

Figure 3.8: Representative histograms of Vtrans(+), for SAMs of PPP3 and PyPP3. The log-normal
distribution of Vtrans allows fitting with a Gaussian function. I found this method to
be superior to deriving Vtrans(+) plots of mean values of J vs V , which obfuscates the
true distribution of Vtrans.

Figure 3.9: Representative Fowler-Nordheim plots of 10 traces for SAMs of PyPP3. The arrow
shows the minima in these plots (Vtrans(+) ) which I used to construct the histograms
in Figure 3.8.

I found Vtrans(+) ∼ 0.6 V for the Py-SAM series and Vtrans(+) ∼ 0.3 V for the
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Ph-SAM series which suggests that Vtrans for these SAMs does in fact depend on the

properties of the molecules and not only on ΦAu and Ga2O3 and therefore is capable of

differentiating the Ph-SAM series from the Py-SAM series without any prior knowledge

of what was being measured. One possible explanation for this difference is partial

charge-transfer between the lone pairs of the nitrogens in the Py-SAM series and Ga2O3,

but such an interaction should affect J and β. Other studies have also found that

the electronic properties of the SAM and not the Ga2O3 layer dominate the transport

properties in EGaIn junctions. [6] Thus, the ∼ 0.3 V difference in Vtrans between the

Ph-SAM and Py-SAM series most likely does not originate from the Ga2O3//SAM

interface. To determine whether the effect on Vtrans is related to the energies of the

frontier orbitals, we determined EHOMO using DFT/B3LYP calculations with Gaussian

03 on a 12-CPU GNU/Linux cluster. Molecular structures were first minimized by AM1.

The torsional angles, θ, were then fixed to known values in SAMs and then the point-

energies calculated DFT using the B3LYP/6-311+g(2d,2p) basis set. In accordance to

literature procedures, the hydrogen atoms were removed from the thiol groups before

calculating the dipole moments, µ. [49] The net perpendicular dipole moment, µ⊥, was

calculated by summing the contributions along the X and Z axes (Y lies completely

parallel to the substrate) using the formula µ⊥ = µx,z cosα where α is the tilt angle

along the respective axis. [50] Figure 3.5 shows the densities of the HOMO orbitals for

the Ph-SAM and Py-SAM series and Table 3.3 is a summary of the parameters for and

results of the DFT calculations. Figure 3.4 is a plot of the calculated energies of the

HOMO levels as a function of XPS-derived SAM thickness along with the linear fits of

J = J0e
−βd from Figure 3.6 showing that the HOMO energies track very closely with

the length of the molecules and that the presence of the nitrogen atom in the Py-SAM

series shifts the values more negative, but does not substantially affect the overall trend.

DFT calculations done on molecules in the gas phase do not perfectly capture their

properties in SAMs, but by calculating the Ph-SAM and Py-SAM series in the geometries

that they adopt in SAMs, I compensate for many of the discrepancies. I assumed that

ELUMO is too far in energy from ΦAu to participate significantly in charge transport.

To account for the decreased torsional angles induced by packing in a SAM, I used

values from detailed studies of alkyl-substituted oligo(phenylene)s [22] and the Py-SAM

series. [25] The results of these calculations are plotted along with values of log J at 100

mV in Figure 3.10 and show that the Py-SAM series is slightly more conductive and
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Molecule EHOMO (eV)a µX (D)b µZ (D)b µ⊥ (D)b αx (◦)c αz (◦)c θ (◦)d N × 1018 (m–2)c

P1 −6.43 0.97 −1.16 1.46 0.26 1.31 5 4.30
PP1 −6.14 1.08 −1.29 1.63 0.26 1.31 5 4.20

PPP1 −5.75 1.11 −1.35 1.68 0.26 1.31 5 4.20
PPP2 −5.94 1.65 −0.06 1.28 0.68 1.31 18 3.10
PPP3 −5.74 0.53 −1.28 1.50 0.26 0.89 5 4.20
Py1 −6.87 −1.49 −1.77 −2.24 0.26 1.31 5 4.30

PyP1 −6.60 −2.01 −1.58 −2.47 0.26 1.31 5 4.20
PyPP1 −6.31 −2.07 −1.45 −2.46 0.26 1.31 5 4.20
PyPP2 −6.19 −1.68 −0.15 −1.316 0.68 0.89 27 3.10
PyPP3 −6.08 −2.77 −1.71 −3.23 0.26 1.31 5 4.20

a Calculated with the thiol hydrogen intact
b Calculated with the thiol hydrogen removed [49]

c Experimental values from the literature [18,25,51]

d Combined theoretical and experimental values from the literature [18,19,22,25,26,51,52]

Table 3.3: Parameters for and results of B3LYP/6-311+g(2d,2p) DFT calculations of the Ph-SAM
and Py-SAM series.

has slightly deeper HOMO levels than the Ph-SAM series, though the majority of the

molecules overlap in both values of log J and EHOMO; only Py1, PPP1, and PPP3 lie

outside the range of overlapping values of both EHOMO and log J . The close correlation

between log J and EHOMO I believe is just coincidence, since there is no reason why that

should be the case; the magnitude of J is dominated by the length of the molecules (i.e.,

tunneling currents flow along the backbones of the molecules) at 100 mV and the values

of EHOMO follow the length of the molecules, see Figure 3.4. Though the inflection

points at PPP2, which has a much higher torsional angle due to an odd-even effect in

the alkyl tails, are probably related—i.e., the deviation from length dependence in the

Ph-SAM series at PPP2 could arise from the influence of EHOMO. In any case, the

presence of a nitrogen atom in the Py-SAM series shifts Vtrans by 0.3 V compared to

the Ph-SAM series, which is not reflected in any systematic differences between J or

EHOMO for the two series. Therefore I deduce that the nitrogen atom is affecting some

other property of the SAMs in the junctions which had not been considered previously.

3.2.3 The Influence of Dipole Moments

The last remaining molecular property that is likely to vary significantly between the

Py-SAM and Ph-SAM series is dipole moment. Metal-thiol bonds produce a dipole

moment that is dependent only on the metal and thus is invariant across both series.
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Figure 3.10: Plots of log J at 100 mV taken from Figure 3.3 (squares, solid line; left axis) and
DFT-calculated EHOMO (circles, dashed line; right axis) of the molecule from Scheme
3.1 that forms each SAM listed on the X-axis. The values of EHOMO were calculated
using torsional angles derived from experiment and calculation. This plot does not
imply that the trends in J are the direct result of the trends in EHOMO, but shows that
neither EHOMO nor J follow the same trend as Vtrans (i.e., because J and EHOMO

are nearly equal for several SAMs from different series).

The inclusion of a nitrogen atom at the head of the molecules in the Py-SAM series is,

however, expected to create a dipole moment that is inverse to and larger in magnitude

than the dipole moment in the Ph-SAM series. These molecular dipole moments likely

have little influence on the transport properties of single-molecule MMM junctions, but

their collective action in a SAM can have a strong influence on the vacuum level at the

surface of the metal, shifting Φ significantly. [49,50,53,54] In the case of alkanethiols the

metal-thiol dipole dominates and since it is constant across alkanes of any length, it is

typically ignored in charge transport studies. In their discussion of the influence of Φ on

Vtrans, Kim et al. ascribe the shifts in Φ upon adsorption of the SAMs of oligo(acene)s

to the bond dipole arising from the metal-thiol bond, which dominate the net dipole

moment of the SAM because, much like the Ph-SAM series, oligo(acene)s do not possess

a strong inherent dipole moment. [36] Thus, as is typically the case, the influence of these

dipoles is considered a constant and is not discussed further in the context of tunneling

transport or Vtrans. In our case, I am varying the dipole moments of the series of

SAMs, while keeping the metals in the MMM junction constant. I measured the shift in
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3.2 Conductance Length Dependence

work function, ∆Φ, using a Kelvin probe referenced to highly ordered pyrolytic graphite

(HOPG) by comparing the value obtained by measuring bare AuTS to AuTS bearing the

Ph-SAM and Py-SAM series. These measurements determine the surface potential of the

AuTS/SAM surfaces, from which ∆Φ is calculated. To gain insight into the vacuum level

shift inside an AuTS/SAM//Ga2O3/EGaIn junction, I calculated the Fermi energy, Ef ,

according to de Boer et al. [50] using Equation 3.2 where N is the density of molecules in

the SAM, µ⊥,SAM and µM−S are the net dipole moment perpendicular to the substrate

from the SAM and the metal-thiolate bond respectively, µ⊥,SAM = µmolecule cosα, where

α is the tilt angle, and κSAM and κM−S are the dielectric constants of the SAM and

metal-thiolate layer.

Ef = ΦAu +N

(
µ⊥,SAM

ε0κSAM
+

µM−S
ε0κM−S

)
(3.2)

This calculation assumes that the shift in Φ occurs primarily at the SAM/AuTS in-

terface because the (free carriers in the) band structure of the Ga2O3 layer screens

the influence of the SAM from the bulk Ga-In. I used experimental values for N and

α [18,25] and used experimentally-derived values of µM−S

ε0κM−S
= −0.5 eV. [49] I estimated

κSAM = 2 for the Ph-SAM series (κbenzene ∼ 2) and κSAM = 5 for the Py-SAM series

(κpyridine ∼ 10). (In reality, κ varies from SAM to SAM, but in the absence of a reliable

way to measure κ, I used estimations, which is common practice.) The experimental and

calculated values are shown in Table 3.4 along with the measured values of Vtrans(+)

determined from Gaussian fits as described above. I decided to use 2σ as error, instead

of the more often used σ, to cover a probability interval equal to 95.4% instead of only

68%. This analysis means that the next value of Vtrans(+) measured would have a

95.4% probability of lying within the interval µ±2σ. There are no obvious trends in the

calculated or measured data except that the Ph-SAM series produces values of Vtrans

that are ∼ 0.3 V larger than those of the Py-SAM series and that the two series give

values of ∆Φ of opposite signs. In all cases Ef over-estimates the influence of the dipoles

as compared to Φ, which is normal for this calculation. [50]

Figure 3.11 is a plot of Vtrans versus ∆Φ (from Table 3.4). The plot is roughly linear,

fitting to y = 0.51x + 0.44 with R2 = 0.81, demonstrating that Vtrans is influenced

by the shift in vacuum level induced by the dipoles of the SAM—i.e., Vtrans varies

with Φ. Beebe et al. observed a similar trend with SAMs of OPE thiols by varying
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SAM on AuTS |Ef | (eV) |Φ| (eV) ∆Φ (eV) Vtrans ± 2σ (+V)
Blank - 4.77 0 -

P1 4.12 4.45 +0.32 0.64± 0.10
PP1 4.01 4.58 +0.19 0.60± 0.12

PPP1 3.97 4.47 +0.30 0.55± 0.10
PPP2 4.55 4.43 +0.34 0.57± 0.14
PPP3 4.12 4.73 +0.05 0.61± 0.18
Py1 6.02 5.00 −0.23 0.36± 0.06

PyP1 6.08 4.88 −0.11 0.34± 0.06
PyPP1 6.08 4.99 −0.22 0.25± 0.08
PyPP2 5.67 5.01 −0.24 0.33± 0.06
PyPP3 6.32 5.16 −0.39 0.27± 0.08

Table 3.4: Calculated Fermi energies (Ef ), measured work functions (Φ), work functions shift upon
surface modification (∆Φ), and measured Vtrans (+) of the Ph-SAM and Py-SAM series
on AuTS.

the work function of the metal in CP-AFM measurements. [38] If the interpretation of

TVS in EGaIn/Ga2O3 junctions by Ricœur et al. is correct, then the linearity of this

plot is a result of the shift in ΦAu with respect to the conduction band of Ga2O3.

They observed that Vtrans ∼ 0.3 V for alkanethiols (except C18) on Au [9] for which

∆Φ = +0.8 (the value reported is −0.8 eV, however, I used the opposite sign convention

for Φ), measured by Kelvin probe, identically to our data [50]. The largest value of ∆Φ for

our series is +0.34 eV (PPP2), for which I measured Vtrans = 0.57± 0.14. Furthermore,

the trend in our data predicts Vtrans = 0.85 at ∆Φ = +0.8, which is lower than,

but in good agreement with values reported for hydrocarbons on gold using both CP-

AFM and PEDOT:PSS top contacts. [38,45] I also measured Vtrans ∼ 0.5 V for SAMs of

hexadecanethiolate using EGaIn, which is well within the range of 0.37±0.33 reported by

Ricœur et al. From these data it is apparent that Vtrans may be dominated by the energy

difference between ΦAu and the bands of Ga2O3 for SAMs of alkanethiolates, but clearly

not for the Ph-SAM or Py-SAM series. I hypothesize that, when EHOMO is sufficiently

far (i.e., decoupled) from the Fermi level of the gold electrode, Vtrans is dominated by

the offset between ΦAu and Ga2O3; this is the situation with all alkanethiolates. With

the Ph-SAM and Py-SAM series, however, EHOMO is close enough to the Fermi level of

the gold electrode that it influences Vtrans.
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Figure 3.11: Plots of Vtrans versus the measured shift in work function, ∆Φ (from Table 3.4), for
the Ph-SAM (red squares) and Py-SAM (blue circles) series. The parameters of the
linear fit (dashed line) are shown in the lower right (R2 = 0.81). The error bars
are ±2σ. These data show that Vtrans varies approximately linearly with ∆Φ, which
directly influences Ef − EHOMO.

For symmetrical Metal/SAM/Metal junctions (i.e., lacking an oxide layer), Vtrans

is most likely related to the difference in energy between the tail of the distribution

of Eorbital (EHOMO for the Ph-SAM and Py-SAM series) and the Fermi energy of the

electrodes. [40,41,47] To gain insight into the influence of EHOMO on Vtrans for the Ph-

SAM and Py-SAM series, I plotted Vtrans versus Ef − EHOMO (from Table 3.4 and

Figure 3.10), which I referenced to UPS data from a previous study of PPP3. [55] Figure

3.12 is a plot of these data, showing a similar trend to Figure 3.11 except that the fit

is, y = 0.17x + 0.19, R2 = 0.92, and the order of the SAMs is different. If we assume

that Vtrans is correlated to EHOMO,onset (i.e., the tail of EHOMO, which is ∼ 30% of the

peak value) and multiply the X-axis by 0.3, the fit changes to y = 0.58x+ 0.19 which is

remarkably close to the fit to values of EHOMO,onset measured by UPS, y = 0.55x+0.26,

R2 = 0.92, reported by Kim et al. [36] Many assumptions were used calculating both

Ef and EHOMO, not the least of which is κSAM , however, DFT/B3LYP calculations

of µ⊥,SAM for alkanethiolates [49] and of EHOMO for oligo(phenylene)-alkanethiols [55]

have been shown to agree closely with UPS data. I am confident that this simple

method of calculating Ef−EHOMO (provided accurate conformational data are available

for the SAM) is a valid estimation of the combined influences of dipole moments and
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3 Dipole Moments and Transition Voltages

orbital energies on Vtrans. Furthermore, in combination with the Kelvin probe data,

I demonstrate that Vtrans for the Ph-SAM and Py-SAM series is dominated by the

intrinsic properties of the molecules in the SAM and not simply the Fermi energy of

the substrate and the valence/conduction bands of Ga2O3, adding Vtrans to the growing

body of evidence that “the SAM, not the electrodes, dominates charge transport in

metal-monolayer//Ga2O3/gallium–indium eutectic junctions.” [6]
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Figure 3.12: Plots of Vtrans versus the calculated values of Ef − EHOMO, which are referenced to
UPS data for PPP3. The parameters of the linear fit (dashed line) are shown in the
lower right (R2 = 0.92). The error bars are ±2σ. If Ef − EHOMO is adjusted to
simulate values of EHOMO,onset from UPS data, the fit becomes y = 0.58x+ 0.19.

3.3 Conclusions

In this chapter I have demonstrated unambiguously that tunneling junctions based on

EGaIn/Ga2O3 are sensitive enough to discriminate between two series of SAMs that

differ by the substitution of C-H to N. Conductance data (J/V curves) and length de-

pendence (β and J0) are barely sufficient to differentiate the two series, Ph-SAM and

Py-SAM, but the differences are subtle and require prior knowledge of the two series

being measured; by removing the colors from Figure 3.3, the J/V data are overlapping

and therefore could not be distinguished. Re-plotting the J/V data to derive Vtrans,

however, provides a clear distinction between the two series—Vtrans differs by ∼ 0.3
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3.3 Conclusions

V—without any prior knowledge. Thus, EGaIn/Ga2O3 has enough sensitivity that can

be used to distinguish between and differentiate two series of SAMs that differ by the

substitution of a carbon atom for a nitrogen atom. I have shown that EGaIn/Ga2O3 is

sensitive not only to subtle variations in tilt and torsional angle, but more important to

the substitution of single atoms. Furthermore, these subtle changes are brought about

by the inclusion of the molecules in a SAM. A single-molecule study of the Ph-SAM and

Py-SAM series would likely yield entirely different results as the torsional angles would

not be reduced by packing in a SAM and the influence of dipoles on vacuum level is a

collective property of SAMs. This observation highlights the importance of considering

the differences between SAMs, which are far more practical for potential applications,

from single-molecule studies, which are more relevant to spectroscopy and theory. The

observation that Vtrans varies with the surface potentials (i.e., ∆Φ) measured by Kelvin

probe highlights the importance of considering the influence of dipole moments on the

vacuum level as ME studies move towards complex molecules. I observed a linear re-

lationship (R2 = 0.92) between Vtrans and the offset of the Fermi energy of Au and

the HOMOs of the Ph-SAM and Py-SAM series using straightforward DFT calcula-

tions to estimate the HOMO levels and the shift in vacuum level induced by the dipole

moments of the SAMs. Our calculations rely heavily on experimentally-derived param-

eters, of which there is an abundance for SAMs of oligo(phenylene)-alkanethiols, but

they are dramatically simpler than pure theoretical methods for calculating Vtrans and

are therefore accessible to physical-organic chemists working in ME.
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4
Self-Assembled Monolayers of Terminal Acetylenes as

Replacements for Thiols in Tunneling Junctions

4.1 Introduction

The strong, selective binding of organothiols to gold and other noble metals is widely

exploited in Molecular Electronics (ME) to bind molecules to one or both electrodes

in a device. Bottom-up tunneling junctions rely almost exclusively on self-assembled

monolayers (SAMs) of thiols to define the gap between the electrodes. So why do we use

thiols in Molecular Electronics? Alkanethiols, in particular, are favored because they

reproducibly form dense monolayers quickly and in a variety of conditions and tolerate

a wide variety of head groups. Thus thiolates have been an ideal tool to functionalize

metal surfaces. Nevertheless despite their popularity, there are significant disadvantages

that are common to virtually all organothiols: They oxidize to disulfides under ambient

conditions; their stench is detectible at concentrations of parts per billion and long term

exposure can lead to permanent olfactory damage; and the reactivity of thiols and their

tendency to poison catalysts can limit their synthetic accessibility and/or require the use

of protecting groups that complicate or preclude synthetic efforts. Furthermore, in ME

applications, the gold-thiolate interface introduces non-trivial complexities to modeling

studies and acts as a barrier to change transport from the involvement of sulphur 3d

orbitals in bonding metals. [1–3] Researchers in ME—particularly in top-down, single-

† Manuscript submitted.
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4 Terminal Alkynes SAMs

molecule experiments—have explored alternative anchoring groups, such as isonitriles,

aryl diazoniums, aryl iodoniums, and thiocyanates, dithiocarbamate, and selenium, but

none have matched the facile, selective self-assembly of thiols that is required to form

stable tunneling junctions in high yields. [4]

4.2 SAMs of Alkynes

In this chapter I study SAMs of terminal alkynes, and I believe that the former could

be a drop-in replacement for thiols in tunneling junctions comprising SAMs on gold and

silver. Alkynes are known to have an affinity for and chelate with metals, [5–9] but their

self-assembly on surfaces had been thought to require the formation of acetylides elec-

trochemically [10] or by deprotonation. [11] Gorman and co-workers characterized SAMs

formed by exposing solutions of n-alkyl terminal alkynes (acetylenes) in ethanol to

gold, showing that alkynes spontaneously form densely packed monolayers analogously

to thiols. [12] However, while acetylides have been used in single-molecule ME devices

(break-junctions), [13] to the best of our knowledge, tunneling junctions based on the

self-assembly of terminal alkynes—particularly into SAMs—have not been reported. I

used eutectic Ga-In (EGaIn) as top electrode [14] to contact SAMs of n-alkyl terminal

alkynes on template-stripped [15] gold (AuTS) and silver (AgTS) and measure tunnel-

ing currents. I characterized the SAMs on AuTS using surface enhanced Raman spec-

troscopy (SERS), polarization modulation infrared reflection adsorption spectroscopy

(PMIRRAS), and contact angles to confirm the presence of the terminal alkynes on the

surface (by comparison to Zhang et al. [12]) and the relative density of the monolayers.

4.3 Results and Discussion

I performed Raman and attenuated total reflectance (ATR) measurements on neat 1-

hexyne, 1-octyne, 1-decyne, and 1-dodecyne, which I abbreviate AC6-12, respectively.

All four alkynes clearly showed the expected ν(C≡C) mode at 2118 cm-1 (see Figure 4.1

and Figure 4.2), which corresponds to the alkyne stretching vibration. While surface-

enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS) studies have established that terminal alkynes

bind to Au and Ag, [16–18] the unambiguous characterization of SAMs of alkynes has

only been performed on Au. [12] Thus I first analyzed AC6-12 by SERS on roughened
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4.3 Results and Discussion

Au beads. Gold beads were used as working electrodes for SERS measurements. The

gold beads were prepared from 0.5 mm 99.999% Au wire (SCHÖNE EDELMETAAL

B.V), melted in a H2 gas flame to form a bead with a diameter of 2-3 mm. The freshly

prepared bead was cleaned chemically and electrochemically. Roughening of the gold

bead electrode was performed according to the procedure described by Tian et al. [19]

SERS active surfaces were obtained after 9 cycles and the measured electrochemically

active surface area did not change significantly with further cycling. Immediately after

cleaning, the substrates were immersed into a solution of the compound for subsequent

monolayer formation. Excitation wavelength λexc at 785 nm was used for SER measure-

ment. The resulting data, shown in Figure 4.3 (Top), confirm the binding of all four

alkynes to Au via the ∼ 100 cm–1 red-shift in the alkyne stretching vibrations in the SER

spectra, which occurs upon the adsorption/complexation of alkyne species to Au and

Ag. [6,7,9,16–18] These peaks (at ∼ 2000 cm–1 in Figure 4.3) are red-shifted and broader

than the Raman peaks due to the roughness of the polycrystalline surfaces of the gold

beads and the presence of numerous defects induced by the Au surface reconstruction.

Other peaks of interest are the CH2 and CH3 stretches at ∼2800-2900 cm–1 (which are

also shown in Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2). These stretching modes are often used to

compare the density of molecules and their packing, e.g., shifts to higher frequencies are

an indication of a densely-packed SAM. [20] Furthermore, typical modes for alkanes are

present at ∼1450 and ∼1300 cm–1, which I assign to scissoring vibrations of CH2. [12,18]

I formed SAMs of AC6-12, by simply exposing 1 mM ethanolic solutions of the ap-

propriate n-alkyl terminal alkyne to AuTS and AgTS substrates for ∼20 h. To prove

that densely-packed SAMs form on these ultra-smooth substrates, I measured AC12,

which is long enough to give reasonable intensities, by PMIRRA (unlike on roughened

Au, the signal intensity is extremely low on AuTS). A blow-up of this spectrum is shown

in Figure 4.3 (Bottom), showing the characteristic CH2 and CH3 peaks associated with

trans-extended SAMs. The values of the peaks are within 1% of values reported for

densely-packed SAMs of dodecanethiolate on Au, which is a strong indication that the

alkyl portion of the SAMs of AC12 pack identically to the thiol equivalent. [21] Taken

together, the vibrational spectra unambiguously show the formation of ordered SAMs on

Au, regardless of any uncertainties in the specific binding mode of the alkyne anchoring

groups.

I compared the static sessile water contact angles (CA) of SAMs of AC6-12 on AuTS
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Figure 4.1: Ordinary Raman spectra of 1-Hexyne (AC6), 1-Octyne (AC8), 1-Decyne (AC10), 1-
Dodecyne (AC12).
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Figure 4.2: FTIR spectra of 1-Dodecyne with Attenuated total reflectance (ATR)
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and silver AgTS, shown in Table 4.1, showing a clear increase with the increasing molec-

ular length (i.e., number of methylene units), which is an indication of increasing order

in SAMs of alkanethiolates. [22] The values for SAMs of AC6-12 have been reported on

Au surfaces, and are in excellent agreement with our data, [12] but they have not been re-

ported on Ag. The contact angles are higher for AuTS than AgTS, which suggests looser

packing on Ag, however, in the absence of literature data against which to compare, I

cannot draw any firm conclusions. Nevertheless taking together the CA and conductance

measurements of AC6-12 SAMs on AgTS suggest that there is little structural difference

between SAMs of AC6-12 on AgTS and AuTS. Swanson et al. investigated the properties

of diisocyanide SAMs; isocyanide is isoelectronic with acetylene. The authors found that

isocyanides bind to gold with a terminal η1 geometry in which only one atom (a carbon

atom) is coordinate to the metal [23]. I therefore tentatively suggest that the binding

mode on Au could be the same for terminal alkyne SAMs but potentially not the same

for Ag.

SAMs θ Au θ Ag
AC6 80.1◦ 61.4◦

AC8 89.7◦ 71.2◦

AC10 91.2◦ 86.7◦

AC12 98.7◦ 97.3◦

Table 4.1: Static contact angles measured for Milli-Q water on SAMs of AC6-12 on AuTS and AgTS

I constructed tunneling junctions of the SAMs of AC6-12 on AgTS and AuTS by

contacting them with sharp tips of EGaIn, sweeping through a potential range of ±0.6

V, and collecting current density versus voltage (J/V ) plots at different positions on

each of multiple substrates. As previously describe in Chapter 2 and 3, I analyzed

the resulting data by fitting a histogram of log J for each value of V to a Gaussian

distribution: see Figure 4.4 and 4.5. The symbols in Figure 4.6 represent the Gaussian

mean for the corresponding SAMs on AuTS (yellow) and AgTS (grey). The error bars are

the standard deviation. The SAMs of AC6-12 behaved identically to alkanethiolates—

forming robust junctions in high yields—thus I was able to treat the data identically. A

further proof of the robustness of terminal alkyne SAMs can be found in the report of

Tucker et al. where they study the rate and extent of chemical exchange of thiols and

terminal alkynes. [24] It was observed from STM images that the replacement of terminal
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alkyne SAMs into C12S – occurred exclusively at defect sites and did not proceed into

domains. Thus alkynes have a good affinity for gold, however they can not fully replace

thiolated SAMs. The conductances for AC6-12 on AgTS and AuTS are within error of

each other and nearly indistinguishable. This remarkable similarity means that charge-

transport most likely occurs through the backbones of the molecules and/or that the

packing on AuTS and AgTS is identical and that there is little, if any, difference in the

binding modes on Ag and Au. The magnitude of J in Figure 4.6 is also remarkably

similar to SAMs of alkanethiolates with the same number of carbons, [25] which suggests

that the electronic coupling formed by the spontaneously assembly of alkynes on Au

and Ag is similar to that of thiols. The yields of working junctions, determined by the

percentage of junctions that failed during a series of potential sweeps, and the total

number of traces acquired for each SAM are shown in Table 4.2. The yields are in all

cases excellent. The lowest yield is for AC10 on AgTS, which I compensated for by

acquiring more scans on more junctions.
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Figure 4.6: Plots of current density (J) versus voltage (V ) for SAMs of AC6 (squares), AC8 (circles),
AC10 (triangles), and AC12 (diamonds) on AuTS (yellow) and AgTS (grey) determined
by fitting log-normal plots of J at each value of V to a Gaussian. The error bars (shown
on one point per trace for clarity) represent the variance.

The length-dependence of J for SAMs of n-alkanethiolates is well established as fol-
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SAM Traces Yield

AuTS AgTS AuTS AgTS

AC6 420 1140 100% 90%
AC8 800 528 92% 96%
AC10 660 3084 93% 80%
AC12 822 808 98% 98%

Table 4.2: Number of J/V traces acquired and the % of junctions that did not fail during measure-
ment (yield).

lowing Simmons’ approximation, J = J0e
−dβ . [26] Values of β are often used to com-

pare to or “validate” a method of measuring tunneling currents using values from

the literature. There are no reported values of β (or tunneling junctions comprising

SAMs) for alkynes against which to compare AC6-12, thus, to contextualize our data,

I fit plots of ln J versus the total number of carbons in the alkynes (as opposed to

guessing the molecular length). These data are shown in Figure 4.7. I found βAu=

1.16± 0.04 n−1C , J0 = (2.836± 0.001)× 103 A/cm
2

for AuTS, and βAg= 1.23± 0.09 n−1C ,

J0 = (4.722 ± 0.002) × 103 A/cm
2

for AgTS. These values of Beta are in excellent

agreement with reported values for SAMs of alkanethiolates measured using a variety

of experimental techniques, which is further evidence that charges tunnel through the

backbones of the molecules of the SAM and that the packing of the molecules is similar

to that of alkanethiolates, i.e., that the alkyl portion is trans-extended. Furthermore, it

implies that the alkyne anchoring groups are oriented approximately perpendicular to

the metal surface on both AuTS and AgTS, which is supported by ellipsometric thick-

nesses and electrochemical studies on Au. [12] Further evidence of this conformation, i.e.,

η1 geometry, is the low percentage of short, which implies high density.

Values of J0 are more difficult to compare than β, as they are reported less frequently

and are more sensitive to experimental variations. However, our values are in good

agreement, if not a bit higher, than those reported for EGaIn junctions comprising

SAMs of alkanethiolates on AgTS. [25] Since J0 reflects the theoretical value of J at

d = 0, it can be thought of as the total contact resistance of a junction. In this case,

the values are relatively high, particularly in comparison to data we recently reported

on partially conjugated SAMs on AuTS in EGaIn junctions. [27] I therefore suggest that

alkynes couple to Au and Ag as well or even slightly better than thiols. Better coupling
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Figure 4.7: Plots of ln J at 400mV versus the number of carbons in the backbones of AC6-12
on AuTS (yellow) and AgTS (grey). The insets show β (the negative slope) and J0
(eY−intercept).

to the electrodes is, in some cases, highly desirable.
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4.4 Conclusions

Further studies are necessary to establish the behavior of conjugated and more exotic

molecular motifs in SAMs of alkynes, especially fully conjugated molecules, and possibly

to better understand the structure of AC6-12 on AgTS. The data presented in this

chapter unambiguously show that SAMs of n-alkyl terminal alkynes can act as drop-in

replacements for SAMs of alkanethiolates. In light of the ease of the myriad practical

advantages of alkynes over thiols, we would like to move towards thiols and use terminal

alkynes. I would like to end this chapter with an open question: Why not use alkynes

instead of thiols in Molecular Electronics?
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5
A Simple Method for Forming Dense Self-Assembled

Monolayers of Thiolated Double-Stranded DNA on

Gold for Solid-State Charge-Transport Junctions

5.1 Introduction

Great effort has been devoted to tuning the density of surface-attached polynucleotides

on glass, silicon, indium tin oxide (ITO), highly ordered pyrolytic graphite (HOPG),

and gold. [1–6] Single-stranded (ss) oligonucleotides on gold surfaces have been used,

for example, as biosensors for the detection of DNA and RNA, [7,8] small-molecule de-

tectors, [9] and modified oligonucleotides have been used to create switchable superhy-

drophobic surfaces. [10] In these systems the binding of a target strand of complementary

ss-DNA/RNA causes a measurable change in the conductive, mechanical, or interfacial

properties of the monolayer/substrate. Similarly, double stranded (ds) oligonuleotides

have been utilized in diagnostics, [11] single-molecule studies, [12,13] electrochemical as-

says, [4,14] the detection of transcription factors [15,16] and restriction enzymes, [17] and

in studies of charge-transfer processes in nucleic acids. [18] All of these applications rely

only on the immobilization of oligonucleotides (ss or ds) on surfaces; density and packing

are not critical parameters. SAMs of ds-DNA are particularly interesting for potential

† I performed this work in collaboration with Jan W. de Vries, Pavlo I. Gordiichuk, Deepak K.
Prusty, and Xingfei Zhou, who prepare the ds-DNA and performed part of the AFM imaging. The
manuscript is in preparation.
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5 SAMs of double strand DNA

applications that exploit the tunable, nano-scale architecture of ds-DNA; specifically

in defining the gap-size, i.e., space between electrodes, in solid-state charge-transport

junctions and in combining these applications with the tunable molecular-recognition

that is inherent to DNA.

Figure 5.1: The original DNA demonstration model, designed by James Watson and Francis Crick
in 1953.

An important distinction is necessary between simply immobilizing DNA on surfaces,

which relies on irreversible processes to link the DNA to the surface, and self-assembly,

which allows the controlled formation of nanostructures that are defined by—and re-

tain the unique structural properties of—DNA. Molecular monolayers formed via self-

organization (e.g., through irreversible bonding to SiO2 substrates) and self-assembly

(e.g., through thiolates on gold to form SAMs), give rise to disparate properties. [19–21]

For instance, self-organized monolayers cannot self-repair or undergo dynamic exchange

with molecules from solution, but are not subject to thermal or electrochemical des-
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orption. The phosphate backbones of DNA is charged, which leads to intermolecular

repulsion and it is too bulky to form dense monolayers spontaneously. Thus monolayers

of DNA are formed as mixed monolayers and require an additional step to passivate

the regions of the surface that do not contain surface-bound DNA. This passivation

step has a dramatic impact on the final structure of the monolayer, particularly in

the case of SAMs because the DNA and the passivating molecules (e.g., alkanethiols)

are in equilibrium between the bound and unbound states. For example, Satjapipat

et al. [22] used reductive desorption by Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) to selectively

create islands of bare gold in SAMs of alkanethiolates in which islands the ss-DNA is

attached via directed self-assembly. An alternative strategy is to use carboxyl termi-

nated SAMs at pH=8 in order to have negative charges on the surface and repulsion

to the backbone of the DNAs forcing it to stand vertically. [23] Another approach is the

one showed from Liu et al. who used “nanografting” to form islands with an AFM tip

in situ in the presence of thiolated ss-DNA. [24] Once clean from the thiols the surface

is then exposed to the DNA. These methods—particularly the latter—are superb for

creating non-equilibrium mixed SAMs, but they are labor intensive and do not lend

themselves to forming SAMs on large (i.e., > 1 µm2) substrates and are therefore not

suitable for constructing solid-state electronic devices. More recently Josephs et al.

using electrochemical atomic force microscopy, have directly determined the nanoscale

spatial distribution of thiolated DNAs that are attached to gold. The authors found

that, similarly to what I describe further in this chapter, pre-passivating or “inserting”

a short SAM of alkanethiolates before exposure to thiolated DNA lead to a more uni-

formly distributed layer of DNA. The fact that the DNA is homogeneously distributed

and organized on the surfaces is an essential requirement for sensing. [23,25,26] Depending

on the purposes and goals one can adopt different way to functionalized the surface

with double or single strand DNA. Nevertheless it is inherently important to have a

fine control of the density and accessibility of the functionalized DNA. In literature the

typical procedure for forming a mixed SAM of DNA over arbitrarily large areas is to first

expose a gold surface to a solution of thiolated DNA and then to post-passivate (back-

filling) the surface with an alcohol-terminated thiolate, such as 1-mercaptohexane-6-ol

(MCH). [8,27] This procedure relies on the surfactant properties of thiolates on gold to dis-

rupt the non-specific interactions between DNA and gold (i.e., competitive adsorption),

leaving the DNA that is anchored through the thiol linker intact. Using fluorescence
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5 SAMs of double strand DNA

microscopy to image monolayers of DNA on gold with micrometer resolution, Bizzotto

et al. discovered direct evidence of significant heterogeneity in probe densities. [28] The

backfilling procedure also implicitly assumes that gold-thiolate interactions are stronger

than (nonspecific) DNA-gold interactions and that the gold-thiolate interaction of MCH

will not compete with the gold-thiolate interaction of DNA; however, there is no ther-

modynamic reason that this should be the case. [29,30] In fact, the complete exchange

of a SAM of one thiolate by a second thiol typically occurs in a few minutes. [31] Thus,

the thermodynamic minimum created by post-passivation with MCH is a homogenous

SAM of MCH. As few studies on DNA differentiate self-assembly and self-organization,

the kinetics and thermodynamics of the self-assembly of thiolated oligonucleotides have

not been thoroughly investigated. For the hybridization of surface-bound ss-DNA or

electrochemical studies, the actual structure of the SAM of DNA or how the DNA is

attached to the surface is inconsequential; provided a few strands of DNA are standing

upright on the surface, their properties will dominate. In contrast to what has been

described previously, studies of the charge-transport and tunneling behavior of DNA in

SAMs using, for example, eutectic Ga-In (EGaIn) [32], hanging drops of mercury, [33] or

large-area molecular junctions [34] will require well-defined, well-characterized SAMs of

ds-DNA in which the nucleic acid molecules protrude from the surface to accurately de-

fine the tunneling gap and to avoid collecting erroneous data. [35] Moreover, when using

ds-DNA, care must be taken to avoid de-hybridization during the post-passivation step.

For applications in which it is important to form dense, high-quality SAMs of ds-DNA

in a controllable fashion, I have reversed the typical procedure, instead pre-passivating a

gold surface with an alkanethiolate that is the same length as the thiolate linker that is

attached to the ds-DNA. This pre-passivation forms a hydrophobic SAM that has a lower

energy of interaction with DNA, salts, and surfactants than MCH and a dramatically

lower-energy interaction than bare gold. When the passivated substrate is immersed in

a solution of thiolated ds-DNA, the ds-DNA exchanges through bi-molecular reactions

with the existing SAM, beginning with the defects (e.g., grain-boundaries, step-edges,

impurities, etc.) [36] and then growing from these nucleation sites. This process is sum-

marized schematically in Figure 5.2. A comparison between the two passivation methods

is shown in 5.3.

Exchange with a passivating SAM is not significantly slower than the diffusion-controlled

adsorption of DNA to a bare gold surface, but does afford a degree of control over the
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Gold surface passivated with 
SAM of alkanethiolates

Islands of ds-DNA 
grow from the initial 
ds-DNA addition, 
forming a densely-
packed SAM.

ds-DNA exchanges with 
alkanethiolates at defects in 
the passivating SAM

Grain Boundary 
DefectStep Edge 

Defect

Figure 5.2: A schematic (not to scale) of the formation of a SAM of ds-DNA on a gold surface
that is pre-passivated with a SAM of an alkanethiolate (HT). Top; the pre-passivating
SAM contains defects—grain boundaries, step-edges, etc. Center; ds-DNA exchanges
with alkanethiolates at defect sites, where the alkanethiolates are disordered, nucleating
the formation of a SAM of ds-DNA. Bottom; the SAM of ds-DNA grows out from the
initial ds-DNA forming islands of ds-DNA that eventually coalesce into a densely packed
SAM (within minutes).

Figure 5.3: A schematic comparison of the pre- and post-passivation. The figure is derived from
experimental evidences, such as AFM and QCM.
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5 SAMs of double strand DNA

density of the DNA and, importantly, it ensures that the ds-DNA is bound to the surface

exclusively via the thiolate linker (and not through nonspecific DNA/Au interactions).

Moreover, due to the mechanism of growth—which is similar to that of any thiol that

lacks competitive, non-specific surface interactions—none of the DNA is irreversibly ori-

ented parallel to the surface (i.e., lying down). The areas that are not covered by DNA

remain passivated, both chemically and electrically, by the SAM formed during the pre-

passivation. In this chapter I discuss the difference between pre and post-passivation

and the first solid state tunneling junction comprising mixed monolayers of ds-DNA of

varying lengths on gold substrates.

5.2 Results and Discussion

Using a combination of AFM, quartz crystal microbalance (QCM), and contact angle

measurements, we investigated three ds-DNAs which differ in length, consisting of 14,

22 or 30 basepairs (bp), hereafter referred to as ds-DNA-14, ds-DNA-22, and ds-DNA-

30, respectively. Throughout the chapter to refer to pre- and post-passivation, I use

the prefixes “pre” and “post.” For example, a SAM formed from ds-DNA of 14 bp by

pre-passivation is denoted “pre-ds-DNA-14.” Unless stated otherwise, pre-passivation

always refers to a gold surface that is pre-passivated with hexanethiol (HT) and then

exposed to ds-DNA and post-passivation always refers to a gold surface that is exposed

to ds-DNA first, and then post-passivated with MCH.

5.2.1 Large-area Surface Studies

The principle difference between our pre-passivation method and the typical post pas-

sivation method is that, with pre-passivation the DNA is never exposed to bare gold.

Instead, the DNA is only exposed to a SAM of a methyl-terminated alkanethiolate,

which has a much lower energy of interaction with the DNA than bare gold. With

post-passivation, the mixture of chemi- and physisorbed DNA formed from immersing

a bare gold surface in a solution of thiolated DNA (ss or ds) is subsequently treated

with an alcohol-terminated alkanethiol, typically MCH. Both methods involve forming

a SAM and then exchanging that SAM with a free thiol from solution to form a mixed

SAM, such that the entire surface of the substrate is covered. In general, one SAM
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of thiolates will be replaced completely by a free thiol in a few minutes over a wide

range of concentrations and regardless of the solvent(s). [31] Thus, when a SAM of HT

is immersed in a solution of DNA, the DNA should almost completely replace the HT,

stopping only when the DNA has reached the maximum surface density allowed by size

and electrostatic repulsion. The final structure is therefore a mixed-monolayer that

principally comprises DNA, but in which no bare gold remains. Conversely, when a

SAM of DNA is immersed in a solution of MCH—even for a few minutes—the MCH

should almost completely replace the DNA (MCH is an excellent surfactant for gold).

The fact that any DNA is left behind implies that the remaining DNA was bound to

the surface more strongly than MCH could bind, or that it was kinetically trapped (e.g.,

by forming tight clusters). Because the DNA is initially exposed to bare gold, there is

also a possibility that the strength of the non-specific DNA/Au interactions will vary

with the length/charge/sequence of the DNA, affecting both the kinetics and thermo-

dynamics of the replacement of the DNA by MCH and therefore the structure of the

SAM. A potential consequence of pre-passivating with HT instead of MCH is that the

interaction between the DNA and the surface of the HT, though relatively low in en-

ergy, will be more favorable than that of water and HT. This situation would create a

driving force for the DNA to lay flat against the HT surface during the formation of

the SAM of DNA, defeating the purpose of pre-passivating the gold, and introducing a

similar dependence of the structure of the SAM on the length/charge/sequence of the

DNA. To ensure that this was not the case I compared the contact angles of pure wa-

ter, buffer, and ds-DNA/buffer with both the methyl-terminated SAM of HT, and the

alcohol-terminated SAM of MCH. These data are summarized in Table 5.1 and show

that the energies of interaction with the SAM of HT are, in all cases, lower than with

the SAM of MCH and that the presence of ds-DNA decreases the contact angle of water

by the same amount in all cases, indicating no extraordinary interactions with the SAM

of HT—i.e., that the ds-DNA does not prefer the liquid/solid interface. The contact

angles for SAMs of HT are, in all cases, less than 100◦ because SAMs of alkanethiolates

with fewer than eight carbons in length are somewhat disordered, i.e., liquid like, at

room temperature. This disorder is desirable as it should allow for the facile exchange

of ds-DNA with the SAM while still passivating the gold substrate.
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Milli-Q water Buffer ds-DNA/buffer
HT SAM 95◦ 95◦ 94◦

MCH SAM 59◦ 60◦ 57◦

Table 5.1: Static contact angles measured for Milli-Q water, buffer, and ds-DNA-14 relative to a
SAM of HT, and a SAM of MCH. These data indicate that neither the buffer nor the
DNA interact with the surfaces more strongly than water because the contact angles do
not change significantly for a given interface.

5.2.2 The Kinetics of Dynamic Exchange

To probe the kinetics of the self-assembly processes and the relative degrees of exchange

between HT/MCH and ds-DNA on the pre-ds-DNA and post-ds-DNA surfaces I pre-

pared several gold sensors for QCM analysis. These data are summarized in Figure 5.4

as the changes in frequency of the fifth overtone, ∆f , as a function of time, in seconds.

Two sensors were pre-passivated with a SAM of HT for 1 h (Q1 and Q2); the other

two (Q3 and Q4) were clean gold. A solution of ds-DNA-14 was fed into Q1 and Q3

and ds-DNA-30 was fed into Q2 and Q4, all at a constant rate of 0.1 ml/min, exposing

all four sensors to ds-DNA solution for 1 h. The arrow labeled “ds-DNA” in Figure

5.4 indicates the starting time of this injection. Within one minute after the injection

of ds-DNA, ∆f decreased (became more negative) for all four sensors, indicating an

increase in mass. The changes in ∆f in Figure 5.4 are ∼ 70 for Q1, ∼ 85 Hz for Q2,

∼ 80 for Q3 and ∼ 95 Hz for Q4, indicating that Q1 and Q2 (pre-ds-DNA) adsorbed

∼ 10% less ds-DNA (see below) than Q3 and Q4 (bare gold). It is evident from Figure

5.4 that the sensors treated with ds-DNA-14 show a smaller drop in frequency com-

pared to those exposed to ds-DNA-30. The absolute value of this change, |∆∆f |, can

be correlated to the change in mass or thickness using the Sauerbrey equation, which

is based on the viscoelastic properties of the monolayers [37]. If the film (monolayer) is

sufficiently thin and rigid, the decrease in frequency will be proportional to the mass of

the film. The SAMs of ds-DNA, however, do not fully meet these criteria, and therefore

do not completely couple to the oscillation of the sensor, hence the Sauerbrey relation

will underestimate the mass on the sensor. Thus, these measurements can give only

a rough comparison of the relative changes in mass; however, the evolution of ∆f in

time provide valuable insight into the kinetics of the exchange processes. The other

characterization methods presented in this paper only give information about the SAMs
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at equilibrium–i.e., they provides only thermodynamic information. At 4000 s (∼ 1 h) I

flushed each sensor with rinsing solutions (the arrow labeled “Rinse” in Figure 5.4); Q1

and Q2 were rinsed with mq-water to reestablish the starting condition whereas Q3 and

Q4 were rinsed with buffer solution free of ds-DNA. After rinsing, ∆f recovered to −17

Hz for Q1(pre-ds-DNA-14) and −37 Hz for Q2 (pre-ds-DNA-30). The difference in these

values reflects the difference in molecular weight between ds-DNA-14 and ds-DNA-30;

i.e., the surface coverage is the same for both. The fact that ∆f increases (becomes

less negative) after the rinse demonstrates that the non-specifically-bound ds-DNA was

readily removed from the passivated surface, while the fact that it remains less than

zero indicates that a substantial amount of ds-DNA remains bound to the sensor, pre-

sumably through the thiol linker. The two post-passivated sensors, Q3 and Q4, showed

considerably less (< 5 Hz) change in ∆f , which indicates that most of the ds-DNA was

bound too tightly to be removed by rinsing. The slight rise in the signals for Q1 and Q2

after the rinsing step is likely the result of de-hybridization of the surface-bound ds-DNA

after prolonged exposure to mq-water. The fact that the ∆f rise is smaller for Q2 may

indicate that de-hybridization is slower for ds-DNA-30 than for ds-DNA-14. At 5000 s,

I injected 1 mM aqueous solutions of MCH into sensors Q3 and Q4 (the arrow labeled

“MCH” in Figure 5.4) leading to a rapid rise in ∆f for both sensors over 120 s. We

estimate a loss of about 70− 85% of the mass of the surface-bound ds-DNA, neglecting

differences in the viscoelastic properties of buffer and mq-water. After the final wash

with mq-water (the arrow labeled “mq-water” in Figure 5.4), ∆f for Q3 (post-ds-DNA-

14) and Q4 (post-ds-DNA-30) was −5 Hz and −20 Hz, respectively. This difference, as

with sensors Q1 and Q2, reflects the difference in molecular weight between ds-DNA-30

and ds-DNA-14. The absolute values, however, are less negative for both Q2 and Q3

than for Q1 and Q2, meaning that less ds-DNA remains on the sensors exposed to the

post-passivation (MCH) conditions than the pre-passivation (HT) conditions. As with

Q1 and Q2, the slight rise in the signals for Q2 and Q3 is likely due to de-hybridization,

but the difference is less pronounced. The results of the QCM experiments demonstrate

three properties of the kinetics of the formation of mixed-monolayers of ds-DNA. i)

There is no appreciable difference in the rates of adsorption of ds-DNA onto bare gold

and gold that has been pre-passivated with HT. ii) Most of the ds-DNA that adsorbs

onto the SAM of HT used for pre-passivation is bound weakly enough to be removed by

rinsing while most of the ds-DNA that adsorbs onto bare gold is bound too tightly to
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5 SAMs of double strand DNA

be removed. iii) Post-passivation with MCH removes more ds-DNA than does rinsing

a pre-passivated surface that has been exposed to ds-DNA. These observations support

the hypothesis that pre-passivation with HT eliminates strong, non-specific interactions

between ds-DNA and the gold substrate and that it results in SAMs comprising more

ds-DNA than does post-passivation with MCH.
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Figure 5.4: Plots of the change in frequency of the fifth overtone of quartz crystal microbalances.
The black and blue solid lines, respectively Q1 (pre-ds-DNA-14) and Q2 (pre-ds-DNA-
30), are QCM gold sensors supporting a SAM of HT. The black dashed line Q3 (post-ds-
DNA-14) and the red dot-dash line Q4 (post-ds-DNA-30) are naked QCM gold sensors.
At time indicated with an arrow labeled “ds-DNA,” ds-DNA-14 and 30 were injected,
causing a sudden drop in frequency. After one hour at the time indicated with the arrow
labeled “Rinse,” Q1 and Q2 are simply rinsed with mq-water whereas Q3 and Q4 were
flush with buffer. The remaining two sensors, Q3 and Q4 are expose to MCH in water
at the time indicated with an arrow labeled “MCH,” causing the frequency to recover
at a rate proportional to the replacement of the SAM of ds-DNA with the thiol.

5.2.3 Surface Topology

To investigate the structural features of the SAMs of ds-DNA directly, and to compare

pre- and post-passivation with different lengths of ds-DNA, we performed a series of

AFM measurements. Figure 5.5 compares AFM images of SAMs of pre- and post-ds-

DNA on AuTS surfaces (Template stripped Au film 200nm think, the process of TS is
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described in more details, see Chapter 2). The images in the left column (A-C) show

SAMs of pre-ds-DNA-14, 22, and 30 that were treated for 1 h with HT and then 1 h

with ds-DNA. The images in the right column (D-F) show SAMs of post-ds-DNA-14, 22,

and 30 that were treated for 1 h with ds-DNA and then 1 h with MCH, in accordance

with previous reports using post-passivation with MCH. [27] Qualitatively, the images for

ds-DNS-14 and ds-DNA-30 agree with the QCM data; there is approximately the same

coverage in the images in the left and right columns for ds-DNA-30, but significantly

less post-ds-DNA-14 (Figure 5.5D) than pre-ds-DNA-14 (Figure 5.5A). For the shorter

double stranded chains like ds-DNA-14, the surfactant properties of MCH readily remove

the ds-DNA molecules, leaving the surfaces almost free of ds-DNA-14; the overall change

in ∆f for post-ds-DNA-14 in Figure 5.4 was only 5 Hz, compared to 17 Hz for pre-ds-

DNA-14. In principle, shorter immersion times would leave more post-ds-DNA on the

surface, however, the QCM data indicate that the ds-DNA is lost in the first 5-10 minutes

of immersion with MCH.

The AFM images of pre-ds-DNA-14 (Figure 5.5A) and 22 (Figure 5.5B) show a dense

carpet of DNA, while the structure of the underlying features of the AuTS surface is

visible in post-ds-DNA-14 (Figure 5.5D) and 22 (Figure 5.5E). The density of ds-DNA

(bright spots∗) apparently increases going from post-ds-DNA-14 to post-ds-DNA-22, but

is clearly far less dense than pre-ds-DNA-14 and 22. Unlike the SAMs formed from ds-

DNA-14 and 22 (pre- or post-), both post-ds-DNA-30 (Figure 5.5F) and pre-ds-DNA-30

(Figure 5.5C) show fibrous structures. It is possible that, due to the length of ds-DNA-

30, the surface/DNA interactions are significantly stronger than for ds-DNA-14 or 22, or

that ds-DNA-30 (10 nm) is simply too long to stand upright and, at least partially, falls

over onto the surface under ambient conditions (in which the AFM data were acquired).

Another possible explanation is that the fibrous structures are an artifact of the AFM

measurements. All of these measurements were performed in tapping mode, which is

sensitive to the rigidity of the material on the substrate. If, for example, ds-DNA-30 is

not as rigid as the shorter ds-DNAs, the influence of the tip interacting with the DNA

may cause the images to smear, giving the appearance of fibrous structures. While I

do not necessarily expect a one-to-one correlation of the clusters in the AFM images

of ds-DNA-14 and 22 to individual ds-DNA molecules, the measured diameters of the

∗The spots ascribed to DNA were uniform in size, but larger than the theoretical values, likely due to
convulsion of the tip in tapping mode.
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pre-ds-DNA (HT) post-ds-DNA (MCH)

14 bp

22 bp

30 bp

Figure 5.5: From top to bottom; AFM images of AuTS substrates treated for one hour with ds-
DNA-14, ds-DNA-22, and ds-DNA-30 either after 1 h of pre-passivation with HT (A-C)
or before 1 h of post-passivation with MCH (D-F). The scale bars are all 200 nm. The
Z-scale (shown in the lower-right) is 0 − 8 nm. The horizontal lines are the sections
from which the height profiles shown in Figure S7 were derived.
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clusters were fairly consistent. It is possible that these clusters are individual ds-DNA

molecules and that the diameters we observe by AFM are the result of the convolution of

the tip from surface charges and other repulsive interactions at the surface of the SAMs

of ds-DNA. Regardless of these ambiguities, it is abundantly clear that SAMs formed by

post-passivation do not contain enough ds-DNA to construct charge-transport junctions,

which require SAMs that are sufficiently dense to support a top contact of EGaIn. I

examined the height profiles and calculated RMS roughnesses of all of the SAMs pictured

in Figure 5.5. These data are summarized in Table 5.2 and show quantitatively what we

observe qualitatively; namely that the topology of the pre-ds-DNA surfaces is rougher

than the post-ds-DNA surfaces. It is clear from from Table 5.2 that the RMS roughness

of pre-ds-DNA decreases slightly with increasing length of the DNA, while post-ds-DNA

shows the opposite trend. I interpret the roughness as a reflection of the topology of

the SAMs of ds-DNA; the roughness of post-ds-DNA-14 (Figure 5.5D) is very close to

that of bare AuTS (or AuTS supporting a homogeneous SAM of MCH). The roughness

increases with the length of post-ds-DNA because the density of the ds-DNA increases.

The density of the ds-DNA on the surface precludes the exact determination of height by

AFM; however, from the heigh-profiles we can conclude that, for pre-ds-DNA-14 (Figure

5.5A) and 22 (Figure 5.5B), the double helices are oriented away from the surface, while

for pre-ds-DNA-30 (Figure 5.5C), the helices are lying down on the surface of the SAM

of HT. From the combination of the large-area studies and the AFM data, I conclude

that the quality and density of the SAMs of post-ds-DNA depend on the length of the

ds-DNA, but that the quality and density of SAMs of pre-ds-DNA do not (at least up

to 22 bp and using a six-carbon thiol linker). We hypothesize that, when the bare gold

surface is exposed to ds-DNA, the DNA first adsorbs non-specifically forming a lying-

down phase, as is typically the first step in the growth of SAMs of thiolates on gold. [38]

For alkanethiolates, the energy of this non-specific binding is very low compared to

the specific gold-thiolate interaction, and the SAM transitions through an intermediate

phase (e.g., a “striped phase”) and into the standing-up phase. Due to the size and

functionality of DNA, however, this last step is not possible and, in the case of post-ds-

DNA, the energy of the non-specific interaction scales with the length of the ds-DNA.

When these SAMs of ds-DNA are exposed to MCH, the amount of DNA that is stripped

from the surface is also proportional to this energy and therefore scales with length as

well. Thus, post-ds-DNA-30 (Figure 5.5F) comprises mostly ds-DNA-30 that is lying
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down on the surface, while pre-ds-DNA-30—although similar in appearance and mass—

comprises ds-DNA-30 that is partially oriented away from the surface due to the low

energy of interact between ds-DNA and the passivating SAM of HT i.e., pre-ds-DNA-

30 is simply too long to stand upright, but is not irreversibly bound to the surface

through non-specific interactions. This hypothesis is supported by the larger values of

RMS roughness for pre-ds-DNA-30 than post-ds-DNA-30, but direct evidence by AFM

is precluded by the lack of well-defined edges that are, for example, present in SAMs

prepared by nanografting. [24]

Table 5.2: RMS roughness of SAMs of pre- and post-ds-DNA calculated from AFM data.

Basepair pre (nm)a post (nm)a

ds-DNA-14 1.17 0.26
ds-DNA-22 1.01 0.49
ds-DNA-30 0.88 0.68
a Calculated from the data shown in Figure 5.5

5.2.4 Immersion Time in Pre-Passivated SAMs.

The QCM data suggest that the bulk of the SAM of pre-ds-DNA forms within minutes

and that only minor structural rearrangements occur over the following hours. These

data do not, however, reveal anything about the structure or topology of the SAM, thus

we acquired AFM images of SAMs of pre-ds-DNA-14 over a range of different immersion

times, both of ds-DNA and of HT. These data are summarized in Figure 5.6. The left

column shows images of SAMs of pre-ds-DNA-14 formed using a constant pre-passivation

time of 1 h and varied immersion times with ds-DNA-14. The right column shows images

of SAMs of pre-ds-DNA-14 formed by varying the pre-passivation time (i.e., immersion

time with HT) and keeping the immersion time with ds-DNA-14 constant at 1 h. I

chose a minimum immersion time of ds-DNA of 1 h in the left column because it is well

past the time regime in which the QCM data show a change in mass. I chose a smaller

minimum time for the immersion with HT because, in principle, a SAM of HT formed

from 10 min of exposure is significantly more disordered than a SAM formed from >

1 h of immersion time; this increased disorder may impact the final structure of the
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SAM of pre-ds-DNA-14 because it will increase the rate and density of the nucleation of

ds-DNA-14, which occurs at defects (i.e., sites of relatively high disorder) in the SAM

of HT. The first image in the left column and the second image in the right column

were formed under the same conditions, 1 h with ds-DNA-14 and 1 h with HT, but

were prepared on separate days. Qualitatively, there is very little difference between

the images in Figure 5.6, which is not surprising given that they are all formed with

ds-DNA-14 by pre-passivation with HT. An interesting—and expected—trend is that

the RMS roughness (Table 5.3; from the AFM data in Figure 5.6) decreases from 1.18

to 0.61 nm as a function of immersion time with ds-DNA-14. A similar trend is seen

for immersion time with HT, however, the numbers are larger and the relative change

smaller, going from 1.39 to 1.00 nm. This result suggests that the density of packing

in the SAM of ds-DNA-14 is proportional to the time it is exposed to solutions of free

ds-DNA-14 (i.e., how long the system is allowed to undergo self-assembly). This trend

can be seen in the AFM data, though the sample at 24 h appears to have large islands

(note: the RMS roughness were still calculated from the entire image). These islands are

most likely due to phase segregation—the degree of which is highly time-dependent—

or are vacancy islands, which is evidence that the pre-ds-DNA-14 is mobile enough to

re-arrange on the Au surface, even in the presence of a pre-passivating SAM of HT.

While these islands appear as HT (or bare Au) in the AFM image, it is likely that

they are filled with ds-DNA (or HT), but are difficult to visualize. [39] Islands are also

apparent in the AFM images of SAMs formed from 1 h of immersion of ds-DNA-14

after 24 h immersion with HT; however, the fact that they decrease in size after 48 h of

immersion suggests that they are formed during the self-assembly of the SAM of HT and

not ds-DNA-14. Taken together, the RMS roughness and AFM images suggest that, as

a function of immersion time with ds-DNA-14, the density of pre-ds-DNA-14 increases

only slightly (i.e., the thickness does not change), but that the order increases (i.e., the

RMS roughness decreases) and that these changes are the result of the process of self-

assembly (e.g., we observe phase segregation/vacancy islands). This result also suggests

that by altering either the exposure time to ds-DNA or HT, the density and order of

the SAM can be controlled. For example, for charge-transport junctions, the highest

possible packing-density is desirable, but for studies that require subsequent access to

the ds-DNA in the SAM (e.g., exchange, de/re-hybridization, intercalation, etc.), lower

packing-density/ordering is desirable.
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ds-DNA-14 immersion time HT immersion time

1 h 10min

3 h 1 h

5 h 24 h

24 h 48 h

Figure 5.6: Left column; AFM images of AuTS treated for increasing time with ds-DNA-14 after
being pre-passivated one hour with HT. Right column; AFM images of gold substrates
treated for increasing time with HT before exposure to ds-DNA-14 for 1 h. The scale
bars are all 200 nm. The Z-scale ranges from 0 − 8 nm for every image except for the
third from the top in the right column, which ranges from 0− 5 nm.
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Table 5.3: RMS roughness (in nm) determined by AFM, respectively, of SAMs of pre-ds-DNA-14
with different immersion times.

ds-DNA-14† RMS Roughnessa HT‡ RMS Roughnessa

1h 1.18b 10 min 1.20
3h 0.86 1 h 1.39c

5h 0.73 24 h 1.23
24h 0.61 48 h 1.00

† After 1 h of pre-passivation with HT. ‡ Before 1 h of exposure to ds-DNA-14.
a Calculated from the data shown in Figure 5.6 c Second AFM image in right column of Figure 5.6
b First AFM image in the left column of Figure 5.6

5.2.5 Charge-Transport in DNA-Junctions

I performed conductance measurements of SAMs of HT, pre-ds-DNA-14, pre-ds-DNA-22,

and pre-ds-DNA-30. After ds-DNA immobilization the samples were rinsed with Milli-Q.

Conduction through DNA is far from straightforward and is more likely a superposition

of different processes. Many reports and reviews have been reported, a few examples: ds-

DNA charge transport over 34 nm with Nile Blue redox probe, [40] single DNA covalently

attach to carbon nanotube, [41] hole transport in DNA over long distance by introducing

synthetically modified oligonucleotides. [42] Charge transported through DNA systems is

intrinsically difficult to understand but at the same time it is a very interesting process.

Many mechanisms could play a role depending on the device structure and conditions. [43]

Most of the systems investigated have the surfaces functionalized with thiolated DNA

containing one or more modified nucleotides or redox probes which allows electrochemical

measurements. In our case I performed charge transport studies on solid state, i.e.,

without solvent, short ds-DNA junctions where the oligonucleotides drive the electrical

properties of the entire devices. To form the molecular junction, MJ, I contacted the

SAMs of ds-DNA on AuTS with tips of EGaIn. If the ds-DNA would be fully stretch, i.e.,

maintain the full length, then we would expect a quasi-linear decrease of current density

J with increasing number of base pair (bp). The resulting J/V for pre-ds-DNA 14, 22

and 30 are summarized in Figure 5.7, and each symbol is the mean of the Gaussian fit

formed by the log-normal distribution of values of J . The J values of pre-ds-DNA 14 and

22 are within error of each other which is not surprising since they have rather similar

morphologies, see AFM studies in Figure 5.5. The rather short length of DNA (14 and
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22 base pair respectively) results in a uniform layer. In the case of these short mixed-

DNA SAMs the current is most likely a result of a combination of defects, morphology

and the pre-passivation layer length (in this case HT). Despite the short length of ds-

DNA 14 and 22 the magnitude of J is still ∼ 10 times lower than HT, thus the ds-DNA

influences the current in these devices. Whereas pre-ds-DNA 14 and 22 have similar

J , pre-ds-DNA 30 is nearly 3 order of magnitude less conductive. Although I did not

expect such a difference, the former result could be explain by looking at the surface

topology. The length of ds-DNA 30bp creates a network of DNA on the surface (at

least in the solid state) homogeneously passivating the entire surface. Furthermore the

yields of working junctions are much higher for SAMs containing ds-DNA as compared

to HT only. As expected the yield of working junctions increases towards longer ds-DNA

because of the ability of the thiolated oligonucleotide to fill the defect sites covering the

surface uniformly.

In order to make sure that the DNA is driving the current in these molecular junctions

and not the passivating layer or Ga2O3, I treated all three SAMs with 1M NaOH aqueous

solution for 1 hour, which is known to hydrolyze the DNA backbone. After treatment

with NaOH the samples were rinsed and conductance measurement with EGaIn were

performed. The results are shown in Figure 5.8. Clearly, the length-morphology depen-

dence is gone and all the three lengths give comparable magnitudes of J . As expected,

the shorter double strands suffer only from a small change in J , clearly there is more to

cleave in the ds-DNA 30 bp. In fact pre-ds-DNA 14 has nearly identical values of J in

Figure 5.7 and 5.8. We do not intend to speculate on the charge transport mechanism

in our junctions because of the complexity involved in process with mixed monolayers

and nominally long molecule ( > 5nm ). However, to further prove the importance of

pre-passivation in making solid state sensors, I measured ds-DNA immobilized directly

on a bare AuTS surface, i.e., without pre-passivation of any kind. I expected the ds-

DNA to interact strongly with the surface through the thiol linker and the phosphates

groups along the helices. I immersed AuTS into a fresh solution of ds-DNA with vary-

ing length overnight ∼ 20h. After being in contact with DNA the samples were rinsed

as described before and J/V traces were recorded in a similar manner. For clarity we

name Nopre-ds-DNA to refer to the latter samples where ds-DNA is expose to AuTS

without a pre-passivation step. We also acquired AFM images for the Nopre-ds-DNA

14 and 30bp, see Figure 5.10. The resulting J/V curves are shown in Figure 5.9, all
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three Nopre-ds-DNA 14, 22, and 30 showed rather low yields of working junction ∼25%,

which is accentuated in the shortest DNA length, i.e., Nopre-ds-DNA 14. By looking

at Figure 5.9 it is clear that since the ds-DNA has no specific binding modes, random

multilayers of aggregates are formed, thus the length of the ds-DNA becomes irrelevant

for the transport properties, e.g., there are no substantial differences between Nopre-ds-

DNA 14, 22, and 30. I hypothesize that most of the DNA lies flat on the surface, and the

excess of negative charges repel some double strands away from the surface, see Figure

5.10. However it is clear that the DNA is not distributed homogeneously, resulting in

high surface roughnesses. The former experiments further prove the importance of pre-

passivating before exposure to ds-DNA, or in general to bio-molecules, in order to limit

the non-specific interaction. Taken all together, the current measurements prove that

the DNA is mediating the current in such devices, and only with our preparation method

could we observe a length dependence and organization over large areas, organization

that is the essential requirement for applications. Furthermore Dickey et al. demon-

strated that EGaIn can be incorporated into microfluidic devices, for alkanethiolates

and Ferrocene terminated SAMs. [32] Therefore I believe that EGaIn and microfluidics

have great potential for excellent application in the near future.

Figure 5.7: Plot showing J/V curves of pre-ds-DNA 14 (square), 22 (circle), and 30 (facedown-
triangle) respectively.
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Figure 5.8: Plot showing J/V curves of pre-ds-DNA 14, 22, and 30 after the SAMs has been treated
with NaOH.

Figure 5.9: Plot showing J/V curves of thiolated Nopre-ds-DNA 14, 22, and 30 assembled on AuTS

without the pre-passivation step.
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14

30

Figure 5.10: 1 µm2 and 10 µm2 AFM images of Nopre-ds-DNA 14 (Top) and 30 (Bottom), on
AuTS surface
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5.3 Conclusions

We successfully prepared high density, well-control, mixed SAMs containing thiolated

ds-DNA on AuTS. We highlight the importance of characterizing the monolayers and

investigating morphology and kinetics with AFM and QCM respectively. In order to use

EGaIn to measure charge transport, we needed uniformly dense monolayers, thus I pre-

passivated the AuTS surfaces by exposing to a diluted solution of HT. The pre-passivated

surfaces are then exposed to solution of ds-DNA solution, where the oligonucleotides ex-

change with few HT molecules onto defect sites. We demonstrated how pre-passivating

results in a tight, dense SAM of ds-DNA, and that the length of the double strand

dominated the charge transport properties of the final device. We do not intend to spec-

ulate on the actual mechanism of charge transport in such solid state junctions, however

an understanding of the electrical properties and surface organization are essential re-

quirements to use oligonucleotides in real applications like biosensors and detectors. In

particular our work differs from the existing literature because we produced solid state

junctions in which the DNA is playing an active role in the charge transport. Our

solid state device architecture can be applied in microfluidics enabling to inject target

solution, subsequently EGaIn and repeat the cycle over and over.

5.3.1 Relevant publications

While this manuscript was in preparation, Katsouras et al., who also collaborated with

the graduate students of Prof. A. Herrmann, reported a charge transport study through

DNA oligomers in large-area molecular junctions. [44] Katsouras et al., like us, pre-

passivated their AuTS bottom contact with HT prior exposure to ds-DNA of differ-

ent lengths. Their Large-Area molecular junctions however require a buffer layer, PE-

DOT:PSS (poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) and poly(4-styrenesulphonic acid), which

cover entirely the lithographically created hole where the DNA is anchored. The authors

found that in the devices containing ds-DNA with one thiol linker there are very small

difference in J , i.e., comparable current density within one order of magnitude, whereas

the devices containing ds-DNA with two thiol linkers (I believe their hypothesis was that

the second thiol linker would make chemical contact with the PEDOT:PSS) are even

indistinguishable. Our findings are instead different, but I ignore what would be the

effect of a second thiol linker, which in my personal opinion would indeed facilitate the
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lie-down conformation. Katsouras et al. claimed that the transport through the DNA

goes in the traverse direction and not along the molecules based on a combination of

ellipsometry, AFM and charge transport studies. I believe that the buffer layer is also

averaging out the surface topology of the underneath mixed ds-DNA SAM hiding the

length dependence that in our case we can see. Katsouras et al. compared the current

densities of ds-DNA and hexadecanethiol SAMs, that happen to have the same lengths

∼ 2nm i.e., the lateral dimensions of the double strand is approximately 2 nm. They

found absolutely no difference between the two devices indicating no selectivity to DNA

recognition, but it is only a matter of spacer in between the AuTS and buffer layer.

Furthermore in their device architecture the active molecules are buried under a thick

layer of conductive polymer (PEDOT:PSS) which inhibit any sensing or recognition

application related to DNA or other biomolecules.
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Summary

In this thesis a broad overview of tunneling junctions comprising SAMs with eutectic

Gallium Indium as top electrode is presented. I at first introduce the concepts of Molec-

ular Electronics, SAMs, tunneling junctions, and compared two techniques to measure

charge transport properties, Hg-drop and EGaIn, which have their state of matter in

common: being liquid at room temperature. EGaIn, despite being a relatively new

technique in the world of Molecular Electronics, rapidly caught the attention of several

research laboratories. Controlling molecular conductance is an essential requirement on

the road towards functional molecular electronic devices. The field of molecular elec-

tronics is generally interested in active molecular components and new functionalities.

An important issue in molecular electronics is the understanding on how the molecules

govern the device performance. The understanding of the electrical properties is often

hidden behind the complexity of the devices architecture, in some cases the performances

of the device are more important than the deeper understanding, i.e., function trumps

spectroscopy

I showed in this thesis how EGaIn can be used as conformal top electrode to uncover new

molecular phenomena. The goal of my research was not to develop devices for industrial

application, rather to characterize SAMs electrically and correlate chemical structures

to functionalities.

In Chapter 2 I described the first experimental evidence of quantum interference

in SAMs. My collaborator, Hennie Valkenier, kindly synthesized a series of conju-

gated molecules during her PhD; in this pool of compounds there were also the three

arylethynelenes studied in Chapter 2. At that time these were the first experiments

with fully conjugated molecules using EGaIn. Molecules were design in order to deter-

mine the conductance influences of the conjugation pattern. We studied three SAMs

with linear, cross, and broken-conjugated anthracene moieties and we observed a good

agreement between the current in single molecule transport calculation and the current

density in EGaIn junctions. We showed that quantum interference can be seen also in

SAM based junctions, not only single molecules, and that EGaIn is sensitive enough to

detect changes in conjugation patterns.
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In Chapter 3 I described the importance of molecular dipoles in tunneling junctions

comprising SAMs. I showed that tunneling junctions incorporating EGaIn as a top con-

tact are sensitive enough to differentiate SAMs that differ by the substitution of a single

atom (C-H to N). Conductance data (J/V curves) and length dependence (β and J0) are

sufficient to differentiate the two series, Ph-SAM and Py-SAM, but the differences are

subtle and require prior knowledge of the two series being measured. However Vtrans,

obtained by replotting the J/V traces, provides a clear distinction between the two se-

ries. We observed a clear shift in work function due to the collective effect of dipole

moments in SAMs. Interestingly we found that both the calculated HOMO levels and

∆Φ are linearly correlated to Vtrans.

Alkanethiolates have been widely used because of their simplicity and versatility to

functionalized metal surfaces. In Chapter 4 I explored the self assembly properties of

terminal alkynes as alternative to thiols in molecular electronics. I characterized spec-

troscopically and electrically a series of n-alkyl acetylenes with increasing numbers of

carbon finding that the acetylene SAM formed dense, robust monolayers. The acetylene

SAMs showed similar electrical properties to thiols making them a valid alternative.

Acetylene chemistry is more straightforward than thiols, thus more complex molecules

can be synthesize and assembled on surfaces without the need for in situ deprotection.

In Chapter 5 we characterized a mixed SAM of double-strand DNA. We introduced

and optimized a new method to form dense monolayer of DNA. We further characterized

the monolayers with a combination of several techniques and in particular we looked into

the charge transport properties of a series of double strand DNA using EGaIn as top

electrode. We found that EGaIn also in this case is sensitive to distinguish assemblies

of DNA with different double stranded number of pairs, i.e., different length. We also

unambiguously demonstrated that the sensitivity is completely lost if we don’t treat the

surface with a passivating layer prior DNA adsorption, indicating that pre-passivating

is a required step in order to achieve any sensitivity in our devices.
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Samenvatting

In deze thesis wordt een breed overzicht gepresenteerd van tunneling junctions uit SAMs

met een top elektrode bestaande uit Eutectisch Gallium Indium. Ik begin met het in-

troduceren van de enkele concepten van Moleculaire elektronica, SAMs en tunneling

junctions. Hierbij vergelijk ik twee technieken voor het meten van lading transport eigen-

schappen; de kwik-druppel en EGaIn, welke beide in overeenkomst hebben vloeibaar te

zijn bij kamer temperatuur. Ondanks dat EGaIn een relatief nieuwe techniek is in de

wereld van de Moleculaire Elektronica heeft deze techniek een snelle opmars gemaakt bij

meerdere onderzoeks- laboratoria. Het vermogen om moleculaire geleiding te beheersen

heeft een essentile noodzaak voor functionele moleculaire elektronische devices. Over

het algemeen is het veld van moleculaire elektronica genteresseerd in actieve molecu-

laire componenten en nieuwe functionaliteiten. Een belangrijke kwestie in moleculaire

elektronica is het begrijpen hoe moleculen de device prestaties benvloeden. Het inzicht

van de elektronische eigenschappen is vaak verscholen achter complexiteit van de archi-

tectuur van de device, in sommige gevallen zijn de prestaties van de device belangrijker

dan het diepere achterliggende begrip.

In deze thesis liet ik zien hoe EGaIn gebruikt kan worden als conformele Top elektrode

om nieuwe moleculaire fenomenen bloot te leggen. Het doel van mijn onderzoek was niet

het ontwikkelen van devices voor industrile doeleinden, het doel was om SAMs elektro-

nisch te karakteriseren en chemische structuren naar hun functionaliteiten te correleren.

In hoofdstuk 2 beschreef ik de eerste experimentele bewijzen van quantum interferen-

tie in SAMs. Hennie Valkenier, synthetiseerde een serie geconjugeerde moleculen tijdens

haar PhD; in deze overvloed van organische moleculen bevonden zich drie aryl ethynele-

nen die in dit hoofdstuk zijn bestudeerd. Ten tijde van dit experiment was dit voor het

eerst dat volledig geconjugeerde moleculen werden gemeten via EGaIn. De moleculen

werden ontworpen ter bepaling van de invloed van het conjugatie patroon op de gelei-

ding. We bestudeerden drie SAMs met lineaire, gekruiste, en gebroken- geconjugeerde

functionele antraceen groepen en we observeerden een verband tussen de stroom in het

transport berekeningen van enkelvoudige moleculen en de elektrische stroomdichtheid in

EGaIn juncties. We toonden aan dat kwantum interferentie niet alleen in enkelvoudige

moleculen maar ook in SAM gebaseerde juncties te zien zijn, daarnaast toonden we aan
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dat EGaIn gevoelig genoeg is om veranderingen in conjugatie patronen waar te nemen.

In hoofdstuk 3 beschreef ik wat het belang is van moleculaire dipolen in tunneling

junctions bestaande uit SAMs. Ik toonde aan dat tunneling junctions waarbij EGaIn als

topcontact werd gebruikt, gevoelig genoeg was voor de SAM om onderscheid te maken

tussen de substitutie van een enkel atoom (C-H naar N). Geleiding data (J/V curven)

en lengte afhankelijkheid (? en J0) waren voldoende om onderscheid te maken tussen de

twee series, Ph-SAM en Py-SAM, maar de verschillen waren subtiel en vereisten enige

voorkennis van de twee te meten series. Hoewel we Vtrans, verkregen middels het her

plotten van J/V curves, was er een duidelijk onderscheid zichtbaar tussen de twee series.

We observeerden een duidelijke shift in werk functie ten opzichte van het collectieve ef-

fect van de dipool momenten in SAMs. Opmerkelijk was dat we ondervonden dat zowel

de uitgerekende HOMO levels en de ?? lineair gecorreleerd zijn met Vtrans.

Wegens hun enkelvoud en veelzijdigheid worden alkaan thiolaten veelvuldig gebruikt

om metaal oppervlakten te functioneren. In hoofdstuk 4 verkende ik de zelf assem-

blage eigenschappen van terminale alkynen als vervanging voor thiolen in moleculaire

elektronica. Ik heb een serie van n-alkyl acetylenen met oplopende hoeveelheden kool-

stofatomen spectroscopisch en elektrisch gekarakteriseerd, hierbij constateerde ik dat de

acetyleen SAMs een compacte robuuste monolaag vormden. De acetyleen SAMs ver-

toonden gelijkwaardige elektrische eigenschappen als de thiolen, wat de acetyleen een

goed alternatief maakt voor SAMs. Acetyleen chemie is eenvoudigere chemie dan thiol

chemie, waardoor meer complexe moleculen gesynthetiseerd kunnen worden en assem-

blage kan plaatsvinden op oppervlakten zonder dat er gebruik gemaakt hoeft te worden

van in situ beschermgroepen.

In hoofdstuk 5 karakteriseerden we gemengde SAMs bestaande uit dubbele-streng

DNA. We introduceerden en optimaliseerden een nieuwe methode om dichte monolagen

van DNA te vormen. Verder karakteriseerden we de monolagen via een combinatie van

verscheidene technieken om in het bijzonder met behulp van EGaIn als topelektrode

op zoek te gaan naar de lading transport eigenschappen van een serie dubbel streng

DNA. We ondervonden dat EGaIn ook in dit geval gevoelig genoeg was om onderscheid

te maken tussen assemblages DNA met verschillende dubbele streng paren (e.g. ver-
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schillende lengten). We hebben tevens onbetwistbaar aangetoond dat de gevoeligheid

verdwijnt wanneer we de oppervlakte van de SAM niet eerst behandelen met een pas-

siverende laag voor de DNA adsorptie, wat aangeeft dat pre-passivatie een vereiste stap

is voor het bereiken van gevoeligheid in onze devices.
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